SOFTWARE COMPATIBILITY: Myth vs Realities
GIULI MASTERING THE MICRO
A New Way To Sell Industrial Microcomputers
Part 2 - DATA ACQUISITION - A Technology Profile
The Genie.

The Codex Multipoint Network Control System. MNCS. A real Genie that can put you in total control of your high speed multipoint network.

Wish for remote monitoring... You've got it. Wish for complete diagnosis of a system problem... Yours. Wish for restoration of a function so that you are assured of continuous system operation... It's yours. And you control it all from the central location with no human intervention at the remote site required.

Our Genie works like magic. So do our Fast-Poll™ Multipoint Modems.

Codex Fast-Poll modems include a wondrous "gearshift" operation to provide the fast RTS/CTS response time of 9 milliseconds typical of 2400 bps units yet with the high inbound data throughput of a 4800 bps modem. And they offer proven reliability, performance, and economy because they include the latest advances in MOS/LSI technology.

On the outbound side the LSI 48FP, LSI 72FP, or LSI 96FP offer 4800, 7200, or 9600 bps speeds respectively to provide the maximum in completely automatic operating performance in dedicated multipoint configurations. So order the Codex Genie to make you the master of your multipoint network and the Fast-Poll slaves will grant your every wish.

We'll get you through

codex

*Patent Pending
While other mini-makers have been pushing & shoving...

one company has quietly become number 2*.

They've quietly shipped over 9,000 computers. In fact, over 400 of their minis are going to OEM's every month.

Because so many computer makers use their minis, they're often called the Computer Company's Computer Company.

Others deliver a mini or two to get an OEM roped in...then make them wait for 9 months. While this quiet company ships quantities in 45 days.

They offer a full family of compatible micros thru midis. With price/performance, technology, features and benefits to delight the most demanding designers.

And all the software you'll ever need. Field-proven. In thousands of installations. Plus a variety of support services, and other protection to their customers. Over 300 OEM's use their minis. It's...

DIGITAL COMPUTER CONTROLS INC

The Quiet Mini-Maker. We're Number 2.

For further information, contact: Digital Computer Controls, Inc., 12 Industrial Road, Fairfield, N.J. 07006, (201) 575-9100

TWX 7107344310

*In the number of minicomputers currently being shipped to Original Equipment Manufacturers.
If you’re designing a system to run NonStop™—

Don’t Tie Your Terminals To A Single Processor System—Give Your Customers Tandem NonStop™ Performance!

The Tandem 16 is a true multiple processor system that won’t shut down with component failure. Any failure that occurs can be repaired without shutting down the system; and, a failure in one module will not contaminate data in another module or cause deterioration in the data base.

The diagram illustrates Tandem modularity and how multiple processors can be added to increase capacity as needs grow. Existing hardware and software are retained, and additional processors can be added without interrupting system operation!

Banks, distributors, credit card processors, transportation companies—anyone needing uninterrupted on-line transaction processing will be delighted with the Tandem 16 NonStop system performance and economy. Someday, all on-line transaction processing will be handled by multiple processor systems that won’t shut down! Someday is today! Tandem is doing it right now, with multiple processor systems starting under $80,000.

Tandem Computers, Inc., 20605 Valley Green Drive, Cupertino, Ca 96014, or Tandem Computers, Inc., GmbH Bernerstrasse 50A Frankfurt 56, Germany.

Call Sam Wiegand, VP Marketing, at 800-538-9360 for more information about the computer that won’t shut down!

TANDEM

CIRCLE NO. 3 ON INQUIRY CARD
A New Way To Sell Industrial Computers

Control Logic is setting up a nationwide network of dealerships as a new way to market industrial microcomputers.

Micros are where the action is as shown by abstracts of six key papers.

Software Compatibility: Myth vs. Realities

Integrating microprocessors into an existing minicomputer.

Eaton Corp. engineers use a Hewlett-Packard system to cut the time needed to conduct fatigue tests on vehicle parts by an order of magnitude and the cost by half.

Microcomputer Replaces Men.
Crane manufacturer Harnischfeger Corp. is replacing human operators with microcomputers from its Control Logic Inc. subsidiary. Shown is the CPU board of the 8080-based MM1 microcomputer.
GETTING VENDORS STRAIGHT

To the Editor:

The information on Ultimacc Systems Inc., which appeared in the "Product Profile, Small Business Computers" in the July issue, was outdated. First, Ultimacc Systems, founded in 1969, was acquired by Storage Technology Corp., in Louisville, CO, in August, 1975 when the name of our company was changed to STC Systems Inc. Our product, a custom turnkey business system, retains the ULTIMACC name, however.

Now, with regard to the July issue chart on pages 54 and 55, the corrected information follows.

William McGarry, Mktg. Coordinator
STC Systems Inc.
Paramus, NJ

Jerry Marstall
Sales Representative, Computer System
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Lexington, MA

To the Editor:

A reference to the Hewlett-Packard computer line (Minicomputer Profile) in the August issue is out of date. In May, Hewlett-Packard introduced the 3000 Series II with an access time of 300 nanoseconds and a cycle time of 700 nanoseconds. The profile gave 900 nanoseconds as the core memory time. Also, the core memory in the new series has been replaced with semiconductor memory that ranges from 128 Kbytes to 512 Kbytes.

Jerry Marstall
Sales Representative, Computer System
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Lexington, MA

To the Editor:

In the July issue article on microprocessors, Motorola is given as the second source for the AMD 2900 family of devices. That is incorrect. Raytheon Co.'s Semiconductor Div. is the only alternate source to be on the market with the product and a software package to support it.

Dan E. Andersen
Manager, Marketing Communications
Semiconductor Div., Raytheon Co.
Mountain View, CA

KUDOS TOO

To the Editor:

The profile on small business computers in the July issue is superb. As a minicomputer software house and consulting firm, we are often called by potential buyers to give a brief rundown on the relative merits of small business computers on the market. I have found the product profile to be very helpful as a reference source in such cases and would like to know how I can obtain reprints to hand out.

Glenn Barber, Director
Mini-Computer Services Center, Inc.
Altadena, CA

Editor's Note: MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS magazine sells reprints on articles that appear in the magazine. The minimum order is 100, and price quotes will be supplied upon request.

MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS / October 1976
Microprocessor based peripherals from XEBEC provide more storage and capability for less money on your DEC, D.G. and HP Minicomputers.

Perhaps you have always known that disk, tape and floppy systems from DEC, DG and HP cost way too much for what you get. If you have never carefully researched the alternatives, you should consider THE XEBEC 1000, a new breed of minicomputer memory system. At the heart of each low cost system is the most powerful controller available. Many new features are made possible by the controller's schottky microprocessor chip set. This high speed microprocessor has been trained by XEBEC engineers to be PLUG COMPATIBLE AND PROGRAM TRANSPARENT.

XEBEC installs complete disk, tape and floppy systems. For more information, please call or write.

XEBEC 1500 CARTRIDGE DISK SYSTEM
(More features than ever)

XEBEC 1200 FLEXIBLE DISK SYSTEM
(World's fastest floppy)

XEBEC 1900 MAGNETIC TAPE SYSTEM
(12.5 IPS to 125 IPS)

XEBEC 1700 STORAGE MODULE SYSTEM
(300 MB for $27,500)

Patent Pending THE XEBEC 1000
(Very smart controller)

2985 Kifer Road, Santa Clara, California 95051
(408) 988-2550  TWX 910-338-0130

CIRCLE NO. 5 ON INQUIRY CARD
Built, backed and priced to sharpen your competitive edge.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS.

The 990/10 minicomputer from TI brings superior value to both you and your customers. Starting with field-proven hardware, the 990/10 delivers the reliability you expect from TI. And all the off-the-shelf support you need for user applications. You get standard software languages, a broad choice of peripherals and nationwide service.

Built for more processing power.
The 990/10 is the most powerful member of the 990 computer family. Its architecture provides features that give you maximum processing power for your money. Like hardware multiply and divide. A 16-level hardware interrupt structure. 16 registers arranged in a workspace concept. I/O that's directly programmable through the Communications Register Unit (CRU) and autonomously through a high-speed data bus. And bit, byte and word addressing of memory.

Built for system flexibility.
In small or large configurations, the 990/10 design provides surprising flexibility for a small investment.

The CRU, with up to 4096 I/O lines, reduces interfacing costs by keeping controller complexity to a minimum. The TILINE* asynchronous high-speed data bus can support both high- and low-speed devices and takes advantage of design simplicity for simultaneous data transfer between peripherals, the CPU and memory.

With the 990/10, you get a powerful instruction set with an extended operating feature that allows hardware to take over operations that software would normally execute. An optional mapping feature provides memory protection and memory expansion to 1 million words. And, optional error-correcting memory corrects single-bit errors for increased system reliability.

A choice of software.
With common higher level languages, FORTRAN IV, COBOL and Multiuser BASIC, plus the 990/10 assembly language, you have all the tools you need for an efficient application program.

Both the disc-based and memory resident operating systems give you modularity and flexibility for system generation to meet application demands. We offer program development aids for creating and testing software, and communications software to support synchronous or asynchronous data transmission.

Backed with nationwide service.
Our responsibility to you doesn't end with the sale. We follow through with complete system training, plus a nationwide factory service network.

The TI990/10 minicomputer. We build it, back it and price it the way you and your customers want it. You can start configuring a system now with our 990 Computer Systems Handbook on the upward-compatible family of the TMS 9900 microprocessor, 990/4 microcomputer and 990/10 minicomputer. For your free copy, send a letterhead request to Texas Instruments Incorporated, P.O. Box 1444, M/S 784, Houston, Texas 77001.

*Trademark of Texas Instruments.
BELL COMPETITOR GIVES UP

DATRAN has conceded defeat in its efforts to compete with AT&T's Dataphone Digital Service (DDS). Wyly Corp., the parent company, could not find a buyer or additional financing for the eight-year-old Data Transmission Co. subsidiary, so decided to quit rather than to compete against Ma Bell. Wyly, however, still hopes to recover some of its luckless investment. It has filed an antitrust suit against AT&T for $285 million in damages, charging that AT&T forced DATRAN out of the digital communications market by using DDS rates that are anticompetitive and by subsidizing those rates with its regulated voice service. In June, the FCC indeed declared that the DDS rates are anticompetitive.

DATRAN has asked AT&T, Western Union, Southern Pacific Communications, MCI and ITT to provide service for its 150 customers. Besides the customers, other losers were Wyly Corp. and Swiss investor Walter Haeffner with a combined loss of $100 million, antenna supplier Nippon Electric Co. and contractor Bechtel Co.

Despite large losses, DATRAN never surpassed $1 million in annual revenues. Its Datadial switched digital service covered 18 cities, using DATRAN's lines along with those leased from AT&T and Southern Pacific Communications.

The Wyly subsidiary was founded in 1968 as an all digital network. In 1972, after the FCC's 1971 decision to allow specialized common carriers, DATRAN along with several other carriers received FCC approval. That same year, AT&T filed to operate its DDS service to five cities. DATRAN started its service in 1973, serving Dallas and Houston. By 1974, AT&T filed to operate its DDS data under voice service, but with rates 40 percent below those of DATRAN. DATRAN always maintained voice grade lines were inefficient for digital transmission, but 40 percent cheaper rates are hard to fight. In June of this year, the FCC found that "AT&T deliberately understated the actual cost of providing the service." But by that time, DATRAN's phone was already on its way to being disconnected.

MONOLITHIC MEMORIES GETS OUT OF µC

One year after it entered the microcomputer market, Monolithic Memories, Inc. is getting out. The microcomputer and MOS markets were too full and too competitive to make a quick profit, so the Sunnyvale (CA)-based firm is going back to its regular business of PROMs, ROMs, and LSI devices. The company introduced its second microcomputer at this year's NCC. The 16-bit Micromon 3 was based on the company's LSI microprocessor and 22-pin 4K RAMs and was to be software and I/O compatible with Data General's Nova 2 and 3. But the pricing game, especially in 4K RAMs, was too much for the company.

COMPUTER IN A CAR

If your car doesn't start on winter mornings, a microcomputer could be the answer. General Motors will be the first company to try the theory in production models with its 1977 Olds Toronado. Rockwell International designed a special PMOS 10-bit microcomputer for the car's Misar timing system, which will later be used in other models.

One chip of the two-chip set contains a CPU with A/D conversion circuitry; the second chip is a 10K-bit ROM with specially developed data curves in three-dimensional format with preprogrammed instructions.

Rockwell is evidently confident of success since it splits its Microelectronic Device Division into four operating entities, one of which is automotive LSI. Calculator and consumer electronics, microprocessors, and modems will be the other divisions.

MEMORIES BY FAIRCHILD

Backed by its semiconductor and systems capability, Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp. will manufacture and sell three types of memory systems. Board level through card cage systems will be marketed to general purpose users by Fairchild's component sales force. Large custom memory systems will be sold to mainframe manufacturers for use in their systems. And Fairchild advanced technology systems, including PL and CCD, will go to the peripheral and minicomputer market. The Memory Systems Division, a new division within the Instrumentation Systems Group, will begin to manufacture the products by the end of the year.

MICROS BOOST SEMICONDUCTOR MARKET

The sales plateau is over for the semiconductor industry, according to a recent Frost & Sullivan study. Worldwide semiconductor sales were $2.2 billion in 1975 and should reach $3 billion this year and $5.1 billion by 1984. F&S attributes most of the growth to microprocessors and memories, although the short-term profits outlook for these products is uncertain. As micros take over, discrete components will die. U.S. manufacturers, however, cannot rest on their laurels, since Japanese companies like NEC and European companies like Philips and Siemens are expanding their semiconductor facilities not only in their own countries, but also in the U.S. Another problem confronting semiconductor manufacturers is "overnight obsolescence." This was the case with 4K RAMs: as volume shipments began, the 16K RAM was introduced. For more information on the study, write Frost & Sullivan, Inc., Customer Service, 106 Fulton St., New York, NY 10038.

WHAT'S COMING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov.</td>
<td>SC/MP Applications. National Semiconductor course 2-11 held in Cleveland, OH, and Detroit, MI. Contact Thomas Harper, (305)661-7969.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-11</td>
<td>International Purdue Workshop Industrial Computer Systems. West Lafayette, IN. Contact Dr. T.J. Williams, 102 Michael Golden, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-11</td>
<td>Info '76. McCormick Place, Chicago, IL. Contact Clapp &amp; Polick, Inc., 245 Park Ave., New York, NY 10017.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Announcing a giant increase in the NOVA line.

Towering above is the new top of the NOVA® line. The NOVA 3/D.

It features a new Memory Management and Protection Unit that lets you do both on-line multitasking and batch operations. Concurrently. For instance, applications that need real-time multi-terminal software and on-going program development.

Plus, the NOVA 3/D features a new, economical, 32K-word MOS memory module. Which is something no other major minimaker has.

All of which makes the NOVA 3/D more NOVA computer, at a lower price, than you've ever seen before.

What's more, the NOVA 3/D also has all the things that have made NOVA the most popular name in minicomputers.

Things like extended NOVA line instructions. Reliable high-speed MOS and economical 16K-word core memory modules.

The single-board CPU design concept Data General pioneered. The same concept that led to our removeable single-board power supply module.

Plus all the other things you've come to expect from a company like Data General.

Things like field-proven, real-time operating systems: our mapped Real-time Disc Operating System, diskette-based Disc Operating System, and our Real-Time Operating System. They're compatible with the entire NOVA line of computers.

Things like high-level FORTRAN IV and FORTRAN 5, as well as easy-to-work-with extended BASIC. Also fully NOVA-line compatible.

Things like the complete and completely-compatible line of Data General peripherals. All you could ever need to put together any system you could ever need. Including 10 to 90 megabyte discs, diskettes, and our new 30 and 60 cps terminal printers.

And when you do business with Data General, you get the kind of total systems support you can only get from a major computer manufacturer. Everything from sales and systems engineering to field service, training, and special systems design.

Write for information on the new NOVA 3/D.
Or call your local sales office.
And see what the NOVA line is up to now.

NOVA 3/D

Data General

Data General Europe, 15 Rue Le Sueur, Paris 75116, France. Data General Australia, Melbourne (03) 82-1361
NOVA is a registered trademark of Data General Corp.
CIRCLE NO. 7 ON INQUIRY CARD
The Critical Event

Data communications creativity and productivity forge ahead as critical milestones are being achieved by a growing world of users and suppliers. The focal point for sharing such progress will be our fifth national conference dedicated to data communications. Plan to attend the event where significant issues are resolved and cost-effective directions are established. Come to Data Communications INTERFACE '77 - the critical event.

Co-sponsored by DATAMATION magazine, INTERFACE '77 continues to be the forum for information on all aspects of data communications. On March 28-30, Atlanta's fabulous new Georgia World Congress Center will host over 150 leading professionals addressing issues critical to productive use of data communications systems and services. Hundreds of exhibits worth millions will demonstrate state-of-the-art capabilities. And thousands of attendees will be exchanging the latest concepts and experiences in the real world of data communications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Registration Fees</th>
<th>3 Full Days</th>
<th>Single Days, Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st and 2nd attendees, each</td>
<td>$95</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd and more attendees, each</td>
<td>$50</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Program Productivity

Our conference goal is to offer complete management programs to build on each attendee's background.

For beginners, our DataComm School emphasizes fundamentals for management decision-making, rather than technical details.

For the more experienced attendees knowledgeable in computers or communications, sessions are offered on networking and operations management.

For those advanced in applying datacomm, there are comprehensive Product, Service and Technology Workshops.

And for everyone, Application Workshops span EFTS, point-of-transaction, distributed computing systems, remote computing services, etc.

INTERFACE with Us

Plan today to be on the right path tomorrow - the critical path - to data communications success. Start by registering for Data Communications INTERFACE '77 - your next critical event. Send us the coupon below or call (800) 225-4620 (toll-free); (617) 879-4502 in Massachusetts.

Register for INTERFACE '77 now!

For Instant Registration or Information, call Toll-Free (800) 225-4620

Within Massachusetts, call Collect (617) 879-4502

DATA COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE '77
Fifth Annual Conference and Exposition
March 28-30, 1977
Georgia World Congress Center
Atlanta, Georgia
Co-Sponsored by DATAMATION Magazine

( ) My check is enclosed! ( ) Bill me! ( ) Tell me more!
NAME_________________________/TITLE_________________________
ORGANIZATION_________________________
ADDRESS_________________________
(No. & Street)_________________________
(City)_________________________(State)_________________________(Zip)
TELEPHONE ( )_________________________
Other associates who should receive information.
NAME_________________________/TITLE_________________________
NAME_________________________/TITLE_________________________
DataComm INTERFACE, Inc., 160 Speen Street, Framingham, Mass. 01701
Perkin-Elmer Puts It All Together
The Products and The People to Meet Your Growing Data Processing Needs

Perkin-Elmer DATA SYSTEMS

Call Toll Free 800 631-2154
or Write Perkin-Elmer Data Systems
Tinton Falls, New Jersey 07724
AFRICA COMES OUT OF THE DARK

Computers are not unknown in Africa, but they're not easily found either. Even in expanding economies like that of Nigeria, automation is still at the manual typewriter stage. But if the economy keeps expanding as it has been, Nigeria is a wide open market for computers. Although there are over 105 commercial banking and insurance firms in the country, only two banks and six insurance firms had computers in 1975. In fact, there were only 40 computer installations in the entire country, according to a U.S. Dept. of Commerce report. "Nigeria has the largest present and potential market for business equipment of the sub-Saharan nations. That market should more than double in the next three to five years because of the soaring volume of office work generated by the expanding economy," the report adds.

FOOTHOLDS ABROAD

Centronics in Australia. Sigma Data Corp. is distributing Centronics Data Computer Corp. (Hudson, NH) printers in Australia and New Zealand. Sigma is a Centronics OEM customer. The previous distributor, Standard Telephones and Cables, will continue as a Centronics OEM customer.

Prime in Saudi Arabia. Saudi Computer and Management Consultants will handle Prime computer sales in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the Gulf States, Syria, Iraq, Yemen and other Arab countries.

Rapidata in London. As its first step outside the U.S., Rapidata, Inc. is expanding its financial remote access computer services to London. The Baker Street office in London will tie into the company's New Jersey computer center via transatlantic cable.

Monolithic Memories in Japan. MMI Japan KK, a wholly-owned Monolithic Memories (Sunnyvale, CA) subsidiary, will market and support the company's line of bipolar MOS RAMs, PROMs, ROMs and LSI devices.

MINI-MICRO FAIR IN EUROPE

It's not the Hannover Fair or SICOB of Paris, but a Swiss show just for minis and micros. International Minicomputers, Microcomputers and Microprocessors '77 will be held in the Palais De Exposition in Geneva, Switzerland from May 24-26. Mini/micro, component, test equipment and peripheral manufacturers will exhibit and technical experts will talk on mini/micro applications in industrial and process control, finance and service industries. For information, contact: Joseph Maurer, Industrial & Scientific Conference, Management, Inc., 222 West Adams St., Chicago, IL 60606.

MODULAR PROCESS CONTROL IN BRITAIN

Britain's new MEDIA digital monitoring and control system features "data highways, which provide continuous access to information in any sequence and allow commands to be given at any point." Each MEDIA module is a plug-in 7.8 x 4.4-inch PC board that contains A/D and D/A converters, multiplexers, computer and peripheral interfaces. Modules for a particular system can be selected with a configurator. The British company, GEC-Elliott Process Instruments, Ltd., welcomes inquiries from U.S. customers and prospective manufacturers under license in the U.S. Contact: J.L. Harbinson, Export Manager, Century Works, Lewisham, London SE137LN England.

QUICKLY AROUND THE WORLD

Supply depots of a British pharmaceutical distributor will communicate using a network control system based on Racal-Milgo, Ltd., modems, line switchers, status displays, line adapters and test equipment. The $175,000 contract with Macarthys, Ltd. will link 22 distribution depots with the central computer in Romford, England . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Conrac Corp.'s Atemis network management system will control telephone traffic in Brazil. Embratel, the Brazilian telephone company, will use Atemis to gather and analyze data and to control traffic at major toll offices throughout the country. The $5 million contract is Conrac's largest telephone order to date.

The results of the fifth annual market survey among buyers of minicomputers, microprocessors and miniperipherals are now available in a special 80-page report. See ad on page 68.
When the Price Pfister Brass Manufacturing Company moved its "chained" data files to Data Language/1 or DL/1 recently, it also moved into a new world of flexibility and economy of operation.

And for the Pacoima, California, company, it was a move that has made a world of difference in controlling manufacturing and distribution operations to help maintain profit and customer service levels.

Price Pfister is a subsidiary of Norris Industries, Inc., and a major supplier to plumbing wholesalers and contractors, with a nationwide network of five regional warehouses. Its catalog of fittings, faucets and fixtures contains some 4,000 finished items—which incorporate 10,000 separately identified parts and subassemblies.

At the company's headquarters facilities, order entry and production and inventory control are handled online by an IBM System/370 Model 145, using 3277 Display Stations for direct entry of orders and shipments. At four remote warehouses, data is entered through 3735 Communication Terminals.

"Under DL/1," says Joel Brust, director of information systems, "we can easily add a new data field or change the data structure in other ways without affecting any of our 1,100 sales and manufacturing programs except the ones that directly use the revised data.

"In our online order processing system, for example," Brust continues, "we can tailor the content and format of the 3277 display to suit our needs. One feature we've added to the system is order inquiry by the customer's own order number as well as by name; this has proven to be very helpful in getting the right answer to the customer, fast."

DL/1 will enable Price Pfister to maintain a complex file structure that relates every finished item to all its parts and subassemblies, and—in the other direction—each inventoried part to all the finished items on which it is used. DL/1 is an IBM program that organizes such "chained" files, and permits user programs to access the data through a simple interface.

Price Pfister converted to the 145 in (Continued on 4th page)
Average Annual Incidence of Breast Cancer in Hawaii
(Rate per 100,000 Females)
1968-1972

The unique racial mix in Hawaii gives researchers an opportunity to study the environmental and genetic factors which may influence susceptibility to various forms of cancer. This graph is based on 910 cases of intraductal breast carcinoma reported to the Hawaii Tumor Registry from 1968-1972.

Computerized Data Base Aids Cancer Researchers in Hawaii

Is there any relationship between a woman's height and weight and the possibility that she may contract breast cancer? Or between racial origin and the tendency to get a specific form of cancer? Could diet or occupation have any influence on a person's susceptibility to cancer?

These are all questions currently being researched at the Cancer Center based at the University of Hawaii. Scientists and doctors trained in a wide range of disciplines including biology, chemistry, genetics, epidemiology, biophysics, immunology and virology are studying the correlation among many factors which may be related to causing cancer.

The Center, funded largely by the National Cancer Institute, maintains a large computerized data base stored in the University's IBM System/370 Model 158. It includes information such as the birth and marriage records and ethnic backgrounds of over 200,000 families living in Hawaii.

Many Factors Involved

"We begin with the belief that there is more than one condition which can influence susceptibility to cancer," explains Dr. Lawrence H. Piette, Director of the Cancer Center. "These conditions may include exposure to or the presence of a specific virus, the existence of a particular carcinogen in the environment and/or a genetic predisposition to the disease. Any one of these factors alone will not necessarily cause cancer, but in combination they are more likely to increase the probability the disease may occur."

"Hawaii provides an excellent "laboratory" for studying cancer because of the unique racial mix of the population. Data collected by the Tumor Registry program, part of the state's Department of Health, indicate that the seven major racial groups in Hawaii - Japanese, Filipino, Chinese, Korean, pure Hawaiian, part Hawaiian and Caucasian - have different incidences of cancer at different ages, despite the similarity of environment.

Heredity or Environment?

"We want to determine the relationship between the environmental and genetic factors in connection with the disease," says Dr. Piette. "For example, we know that the incidence of breast cancer in Japanese women who have migrated to Hawaii is higher than for those who have remained in Japan. On the other hand, the propensity of the offspring of Hawaiians of Chinese ancestry to get a rare form of cancer called nasal pharangeal carcinoma seems only slightly affected by environmental change. In both cases, we'd like to find out why, now that we have identified broad correlations."

For instance, the data base has been used to test the validity of the hypothesis that women who are taller and heavier relative to the average for their race show a higher risk of getting breast cancer. First postulated by a team of Dutch researchers, this theory appears to be substantiated for the women whose records form the Hawaiian data base. However, Dr. Piette cautions that simple correlations only tell part of the story. Many other factors, such as the age of a woman during her first pregnancy and her estrogen profile, may also be very significant in determining susceptibility to breast cancer.

"We were fortunate that Hawaii already had good record keeping programs," says Dr. M. P. Mi, a geneticist and director of data communications. "Our goal now is to incorporate additional kinds of data such as blood type and fingerprints. Most people aren't aware that fingerprints can help determine racial origin, a significant fact in a population with extensive intermarriage."

"Most of our work is still in the preliminary stages," comments Dr. Mi. "As we move into multivariate analysis - correlating many factors - we will be able to get increasingly specific results. We feel our work can help develop hypotheses which can be followed up in later studies. The more we know about the disease, the better our chances will be for earlier diagnosis by identifying high risk groups and, in many cases, effecting cures."
Putting the Computer Where the Users Are

Interactive computing is making data processing and problem-solving power directly accessible to end users and programmers alike. End users can engage in personal computing to solve specific business, financial, engineering, design or similar problems. DP professionals can work interactively for faster creation and testing of programs.

And with facilities now available from IBM, interactive computing is easy to use, powerful in developing solutions, and adaptable and economic to implement.

End User Computing

For the end user—the financial planner, engineer, marketing specialist—personal computing provides simple procedures for using the computer to solve spur-of-the-moment or one-time problems. Each user gets his results promptly at his terminal.

A financial planner can make cash flow projections. A marketing man at a terminal can structure a new type of sales analysis for a sales program. An engineer can solve an equation or try alternative approaches to a design problem, working creatively and interactively with the computer.

A computation can be of any size. Applications which are too small to put through the program development cycle may be entirely feasible when implemented directly by the user.

For the user who wishes to solve unique problems, three user-oriented IBM languages are easy to learn and simple to use at a terminal (see box). And a constantly growing set of IBM prepackaged interactive programs supports such applications as economic analysis, simulation and modeling, statistics, forecasting, project management and data base access.

Developing Applications

For the programmer, interactive computing provides a new level of productivity. He can submit programs for test directly and receive results back promptly. Working interactively, he receives immediate indication of any coding errors rather than, as in the past, waiting to obtain a test run.

DP managers have found that interactive application development has greatly increased productivity. At Playtex Inc., for example, programmers who had been putting an average of seven lines of code per day into final form were able to produce 70 final lines a day. This significantly shortened application development time, and the resulting programs proved more reliable and easier to maintain.

Use of interactive computing by professionals throughout the organization relieves the programming staff of work which users can now do for themselves, and greatly reduces the cost of developing small-scale or occasional-use programs.

At the same time, this use of personal computing frees programmers to focus on more demanding, production-oriented applications. Similarly, computer operators are relieved of queuing the unscheduled jobs, which users can now enter directly, and of delivering printouts of results which can be received directly at the terminal.

With interactive computing, the organization and its people make use of the full power of multiprogramming. Professionals can access the system simultaneously without interfering with ongoing batch or scheduled work. Programmers can increase productivity. And both can develop new approaches to the computer and better understanding and use of its potential.

---

Financial planners and other professional people can solve problems and test alternatives, using VSPC to interact directly with the computer.

IBM Facilities for Interactive Computing

Three IBM languages are designed specifically for problem-solving under Virtual Storage Personal Computing (VSPC):

1. **VS BASIC.** Powerful, yet simple to use, it is adaptable to a wide range of business and general applications.

2. **VS APL** is a broadly applicable interactive language particularly well suited to the creation of business and commercial programs.

3. **VSPC FORTRAN** is an interactive version of FORTRAN, the established language for mathematical and scientific programming. It is designed specifically for use under VSPC.

   Professional programmers using IBM interactive computing under the Time Sharing Option (TSO) or the Virtual Machine/Conversational Monitor System (VM/CMS) for application development may work in any of the standard IBM programming languages: COBOL, PL/I, FORTRAN, APL, RPG II, or Assembler.
Two years ago, John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company became one of the first users of the Improved Programming Techniques. Now it is reaping benefits in more orderly application development, program quality and maintainability, lower development costs, and schedule adherence.

"We find the six techniques to be synergistic," says Robert C. Volante, vice president for systems and programming. "You get the most benefit by introducing them early in program development—at the level of analysis and design—and all together."

Using the techniques, each development step is a group operation rather than an individual activity. One of the techniques is Team Operations, under which a project is organized into groups, each with a chief programmer, a backup programmer, and a team librarian who keeps track of source code and manages documentation.

During Top-Down Development, detail program design and coding proceed from the top or control portions of the program down to the finest levels of detail. Under Structured Programming certain architectural forms are adhered to in writing the program, making it more regular in form and simpler to read and interpret.

A program is developed as a group product, "publicly owned" rather than proprietary to individuals, by conducting Structured Walkthroughs: formal group procedures for verbally analyzing and validating programs and modules.

"You see the real beauty of these methods when a specification change pops up half way through a major project," says Volante. "When the customer asks for a change, we can rapidly find every affected point in the system with a look at our HIPO diagrams and structured code." HIPO (Hierarchy plus Input-Process-Output) Documentation is used to describe small, functionally defined modules, serving first as a tool for design of the program and then as permanent documentation.

"Our users are happier too," Volante says. "One, after attending a structured walkthrough, told us: 'Now I understand what I'm getting before the system is installed.'"

Notes Nancy Bern, director of EDP education: "The intrinsic discipline of the walkthrough, she adds, 'prevents errors. People get oriented to doing the job correctly.'

The Development Support Library and the team organization, Bern says, relieve programmers of clerical work, making better use of their time.

"When IBM presented the techniques to us in early 1974," Volante says, "there was an intuitive reaction here that this addressed important issues for us. We started people through the two-week IBM course on the techniques, and launched three pilot projects."

"Two of the projects are now complete," Volante continues. "In spite of the 'learning curve' effect, they were finished within our time and cost estimates. But the real benefits came in testing and maintenance. With top-down design and programming, integration testing proceeds in parallel with development. We find that our systems are better tested, and that new programs run correctly from the start.

"About 60% of our programmer-analyst time goes into maintenance," Volante says, "and the techniques are especially helpful there. Programs are easy to read and people have little trouble picking up one another's work.

"Once people get accustomed to the methodology," he adds "they don't want to go back. We've now trained 200 EDP people and more than 50 end users, and the people who haven't been through the course yet are eager to go. Now we've moved up on the learning curve, and projects are beating their schedules."

There are about 12 projects in various stages under Improved Programming Techniques, he says, including a very large online system. "Our efforts have really paid off," he asserts; "we won't turn back."

It's a DL/1 World...
(Continued from first page)

October 1975, and at that time started to shift its chained files from DBOMP (Data Base Organization and Maintenance Processor) to DL/1. "The 145 easily handles DL/1 and teleprocessing under CICS/VS (Customer Information Control System/Virtual Storage)," Brust says, "and the increased capacity permits us to do material requirements planning and production scheduling on a weekly cycle, rather than on a monthly one.

"The online system continuously tracks some 11,000 items of work-in-process inventory through 100 work zones. By revising the production schedules weekly, we've been able to hold down inventory imbalances and avoid uneven loading of the work centers. Switching to a weekly cycle enabled us to cut work-in-process inventory by six percent."
a new way to sell industrial computers

Control Logic Inc. is setting up a nationwide network of dealerships as a new way to market industrial microcomputers. The move means another opportunity for the computer entrepreneur to cash in on the exploding micro market.

Control Logic Inc. produced one of the first eight-bit microcomputers to be used in industrial applications. The L-series micro, introduced in 1973, was based on Intel's 8008 chip and was the first microcomputer system to be sold with software. But the device did not catch on in a big way because the Natick (MA)-based company did not promote the product heavily, and other companies, especially Process Computer Systems, Inc. in Flint, MI, eventually captured the market lead instead.

So to regain a dominant position, Control Logic, a subsidiary of Harnischfeger Corp., is trying a new approach to industrial microcomputer marketing. It is setting up dealerships throughout the U.S. that will provide full service to industrial customers and that will not just act as a sales outlet. "We think we can do twice as much business going this route as by sticking with sales reps only," says Al Vitale, Control Logic's president.

Vitale plans to take on two dealers each month over the next few years, and such a scheme could open new entrepreneurial opportunities for the engineering consultant. The company is already advertising for dealers in Electronic News and the New York Times, and Control Logic's regular sales reps, too, are on the lookout for prospective dealers.

Sales reps and dealers work together under Control Logic's scheme. The rep identifies a sale and closes it, and the dealer, which takes over at this point, pays the rep a 10 percent commission. The dealer then designs and supports the turnkey system, charges the customer for support time, and collects at least 15 percent on the price of the hardware. Under the arrangement, the sales reps can approach unsophisticated prospective industrial customers.

THE ONLY ONE

Control Logic is the only micro company marketing to industry in this fashion. All others use sales reps, though dealerships are widely used to sell hobby microcomputers, such as the MITS Altair line and IMS Associates Imsai 8080 line. But these are general purpose machines geared to the retail sector. More important, the dealers do not give support or service.

Already, Control Logic has taken on four dealers — who went through in September what will be a standard five-day training course at the company's Natick home office. David Zlotek, a consulting engineer who launched his Manchester (NH)-based Hampshire Electronic Consultants three years ago, is typical of the manpower pool from which Control Logic plans to draw. Zlotek's firm designs small computer-based systems.

Other dealers have similar backgrounds. Jim Parks of Scottsdale Control Systems in Cleveland has also been designing microcomputer-based systems for two years. Eugene Fleisher's South River (NJ)-based Infoscope, Inc., also a consulting firm, recently designed a microcomputer-controlled assembly line that turns out disposable diapers.

"Consulting firms or systems houses will probably make up most of our dealers," Vitale says.

Both dealers and Control Logic reap benefits from the relationship. The dealers support customers by designing, installing and maintaining Control Logic-based systems. Control Logic, in turn, gives the dealer a 25 percent discount on its eight-bit microcomputer products and process interface cards. Dealers can copy Control Logic software that ranges from a floating point package to a disk operating system, except for the Fortran compiler. Control Logic also does national advertising, provides sales con-
Imagine a microcomputer

Imagine a microcomputer with all the design savvy, ruggedness, and sophistication of the best minicomputers.

Imagine a microcomputer supported by dozens of interface, memory, and processor option boards. One that can be interfaced to an indefinite number of peripheral devices including dual floppy discs, CRT's, line printers, cassette recorders, video displays, paper tape readers, teleprinters, plotters, and custom devices.

Imagine a microcomputer supported by extensive software including Extended BASIC, Disk BASIC, DOS and a complete library of business, developmental, and industrial programs.

Imagine a microcomputer that will do everything a mini will do, only at a fraction of the cost.

You are imagining the Altair® 8800b. The Altair 8800b is here today, and it may very well be the mainframe of the 70's.

The Altair 8800b is a second generation design of the most popular microcomputer in the field, the Altair 8800. Built around the 8800A microprocessor, the Altair 8800b is an open ended machine that is compatible with all Altair 8800 hardware and software. It can be configured to match most any system need.

MITS' plug-in compatible boards for the Altair 8800b now include: 4K static memory, 4K dynamic memory, 16K static memory, multi-port serial interface, multi-port parallel interface, audio cassette record interface, vectored interrupt, real time clock, PROM board, multiplexer, A/D convertor, extender card, disc controller, and line printer interface.

MITS' peripherals for the Altair 8800b include the Altair Floppy Disc, Altair Line Printer, teletypewriters, and the soon-to-be-announced Altair CRT terminal.

Introductory prices for the Altair 8800b are $840 for a kit with complete assembly instructions, and $1100 for an assembled unit. Complete documentation, membership into the Altair Users Club, subscription to "Computer Notes," access to the Altair Software Library, and a copy of Charles J. Sippi's Microcomputer Dictionary are included. BankAmericard or Master Charge accepted for mail order sales. Include $8 for postage and handling.

Shouldn't you know more about the Altair 8800b? Send for our free Altair Information Package, or contact one of our many retail Altair Computer Centers.

mits inc. 2450 alamo s.e. albuquerque new mexico 87106
Prices, deliveries and specifications subject to change. Allow up to 60 days for delivery.
Redesigned front panel. Totally synchronous logic design. Same switch and LED arrangement as original Altair 8800. New back-lit Duralith (laminated plastic and mylar, bonded to aluminum) dress panel with multi-color graphics. New longer, flat toggle switches. Five new functions stored on front panel PROM including: DISPLAY ACCUMULATOR (displays contents of accumulator), LOAD ACCUMULATOR (loads contents of the 8 data switches A7-A0 into accumulator), OUTPUT ACCUMULATOR (Outputs contents of accumulator to I/O device addressed by the upper 8 address switches), INPUT ACCUMULATOR (inputs to the accumulator from the I/O device), and SLOW (causes program execution at a rate of about 5 cycles per second -- for program debugging).

Full 18 slot motherboard.

Rugged, commercial grade Optima cabinet.

New front panel interface board buffers all lines to and from 8800b bus.

Two, 34 conductor ribbon cable assemblies. Connects front panel board to front panel interface board. Eliminates need for complicated front panel/bus wiring.

New heavy duty power supply: +8 volts at 18 amps, +18 volts at 2 amps, -18 volts at 2 amps, 110 volt or 220 volt operation (50/60 Hz). Primary tapped for either high or low line operation.

New CPU board with 8080A microprocessor and Intel 8224 clock generator and 8216 bus drivers. Clock pulse widths and phasing as well as frequency are crystal controlled. Compatible with all current Altair 8800 software and hardware.

**altair 8800-b**
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NOTE: Altair is a trademark of MITS, Inc.
tacts, and renders engineering support when needed. Zlotek, who expects to boost revenues by 50 percent this year because of the tie to Control Logic, exclaims, "we're excited about our dealership."

A GEOGRAPHICAL ANGLE, TOO

Control Logic's marketing scheme also exploits an interesting geographical angle. The company is especially interested in employing dealers who are specialists on local industry. Laurence Hanson's California-based Hanson Electronic Controls designs computer systems used in the wine and asphalt industries, for example. Dealer Parks, on the other hand, knows the heavy industry companies in Cleveland and is a specialist on their monitoring and control equipment requirements. Zlotek's Hampshire Electronic Consultants specializes in designing numerical control systems largely as applied to New England's light industry.

Zlotek has a notably big ambition. He would like to turn around the textile industry in New England "that is dying," he says. "The microcomputer could make it profitable again."

Although dealers are locally based, they are part of a Control Logic national network. A Maine dealer who needs a paper processing system, for example, can contact an Oregon dealer who may have already designed such a system. "We learn a lot from talking to each other," says Zlotek.

Paul Mercandetti, Control Logic Director of Dealer Programs, conducts the first five-day dealer workshop.

Control Logic places great emphasis on a potential dealer's technical qualifications. "These are far more important than financial strength," says Fred Hildebrand, vice president for marketing at Control Logic. And President Vitale adds, "Candidates will have to be able to offer realtime applications programming ability, a technical ability to configure microcomputer hardware, and the capacity for field support on all products sold."

FINANCES ARE IMPORTANT

But Vitale does not intend to ignore financial matters altogether. A dealer, for example, will need to have at least sufficient capital to purchase a Control Logic development system that costs $20,000, though parent Harnischfeger will finance a dealer at a rate 4 percent above prime. The development system contains a CPU, 24K memory, CRT, paper tape, printer, floppy disk, disk operating system and Fortran compiler. In fact, this is the only inventory that a dealer must stock, and it is to be used to demonstrate the Control Logic line.

Unlike a sales force, dealers will not have to meet sales quotas. Instead, Control Logic expects that dealers will derive added business by designing the software and interfacing that goes into a microcomputer system. And in a $50,000 system, the hardware costs less than $10,000; software development and interfacing account for the rest.

This, too, plays right into Control Logic's strategy. The company, with more than 1200 logic card products, markets one of the most complete lines in the industry. "A dealer will be able to meet 90 percent of his interfacing needs from the products that we sell off-the-shelf," says Hildebrand.

Jim Parks anticipates that he will sell only six microcomputers during his first year as a dealer, but he uses more than 100 control and interface cards on each one. "The key to success," he says, "is interfacing the process to the computer."

Control Logic produces a full line of 8080-based M series microcomputer cards and over 1200 C series control cards. The 4.5 in. x 3 in. microcomputer PC boards include a processor, memory cards, and device control cards. C series DTL and TTL micrologic cards, which are compatible with M series modules, include gate/flip-flop cards, arithmetic logic, counters and A/D and D/A converters. Control Logic also markets microcomputer development systems (M series shown), peripherals, and software.

Control Logic veers off in other directions, too, from the way other competitors go. To explain the merits of the new dealership approach, Vitale emphasizes that prospective microcomputer users in industry need heavy hand holding. "Specialists are required to computerize specialized industrial processes," he says. But Ed Lee, president of Monterey (CA)-based Pro-Log Corp. disagrees. The company also markets a line of industrial microcomputers, and Lee insists that "an engineer in industry without any software expertise can design and document a system once he has taken the design and programming course offered by Pro-Log." Dealer Fleisher resolves the dispute. "The Pro-Log approach works well on programs that contain less than 1000 words," he explains, "but an expert is necessary to do more complicated programming."

All of the jockeying is over a market that Hildebrand places at $25 million in 1975, and which he expects to double each year into the foreseeable future. And Control Logic wants to make certain that it participates in that growth. "A lot of hard-wired controllers need to be replaced," he quips. "And sales reps cannot do all of the job."
NONTAXABLE SOFTWARE
The Tennessee Supreme Court decided recently that neither operating systems nor application programs were "tangible" or taxable personal property. It was the first state supreme court decision on the matter, according to Boston (MA)-based Computer Law and Tax Report. The Commerce Union Bank of Tennessee argued that the logic or intelligence of a program is "intangible." The State of Tennessee maintained that software was like a record or film and therefore taxable. In its favorable ruling for the bank, the Supreme Court said that mag tapes and disks, unlike records and film, only transmit information and it's information, not the tape, that's being purchased. Information since it can not be seen, weighed, measured or felt, is not tangible property. Now it's up to other states to decide.

NASA ON DATA BASES: TODAY AND TOMORROW
Today's bibliographic scientific data bases will become full text data bases and eventually will be solution-oriented information data bases. That's how NASA's Director of Scientific and Technical Information Harold Pryor sees it. His comments were part of the Federal Govt./Kodak Symposium held in January in Williamsburg, VA. By bibliographic, Pryor means data bases that contain descriptive citations and index terms to technical documents and articles. A user searches the data base with key words from the original indexing vocabulary. Coming soon are entire document data bases, according to Pryor. Key word indexing will evolve to natural language indexing. Farther than near future lies the "pure information" data base, which will contain verbal and numerical data and formulas, physical laws and experimental results. The user will not search for a document for information, but instead will access solutions. And he will inquire orally instead of by keyboard.

NEW PUBLICATIONS
Symposium abstracts focus on recent hardware and software advances that make possible an advanced hybrid computer system with automatic patching and remote terminal access for time slicing the system. The system will be easily programmed, yet still maintain the 30:1 cost and speed advantages over pure digital systems for solving dynamic problems. Order No: AD-A022 660/5WC Price: $7.50
Solid-state switching devices and LSI technology have made an advanced hybrid computer system for non-programmers possible. The cost savings of hybrid over digital systems is discussed along with new operating techniques. Order No: AD-A023 057/3WC Price: $9.00
Multiprocessor and multicomputer systems are compared, and software techniques for multiprocessor systems are discussed. Order No: AERE-R-7102 Price: $5.00
MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS

Pertec Corp. has agreed to acquire iCOM, Inc., manufacturer of microprocessor-based subsystems for microcomputers. The company uses the Pertec FD400 and FD500 flexible disk drives in its microperipherals.

Harris Corporation has completed its plans to acquire M&M Computer Industries, Inc. (Orange, CA) from The Singer Company for an undisclosed amount of cash.

EG&G, Inc. has agreed to buy Identicon. Terms of the proposed acquisition will provide for the exchange of 50,000 shares of EG&G common stock for the outstanding capital stock of Identicon.

United Telecommunications, Inc. has agreed to acquire Standard Computer Corp. United Telecom will issue 227,500 shares of its common stock for the business and assets of Standard Computer. The number of shares issued by United may be adjusted due to the exercise of Standard Computer's stock options and warrants.

Trilog Associates, Inc. and Comshare, Inc. jointly announced an agreement whereby Trilog's Employee Benefits Services operation will be acquired by

GAINS AND SETBACKS

Data 100's (Minneapolis, MN) second quarter earnings held their own as order rates picked up, especially on its key-to-disk system, Keybatch. Second quarter earnings were $1,073,000 before an extraordinary item, or $.28 per share, on revenues of $28,435,000. This compares with last year's income of $935,000, or $.26 per share, on revenues of $22,506,000. For the six months, Data 100's income before an extraordinary item was $1,893,000, compared with last year's $1,735,000.

Data General Corp. (Southboro, MA) is taking it all in as the economy improves. The third 12-week period revenues increased 62 percent over the same period last year, or $39,624,000 vs. $24,873,000. Earnings after taxes were $4,621,000 or $.48 per share, compared to $2,915,000 or $.35 per share for the same period last year. Earnings for the 36-week period ended June 5, 1976 were $12,140,000 vs. last year's $8,597,000.

Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp. (Mountain View, CA) increased its second quarter sales by 62 percent, compared to the same quarter last year, as worldwide component bookings exceeded billings. Second quarter earnings were $2,858,000, or $.52 per share, on record sales of $111,753,000. Year-earlier income was $3,287,000, or $.61 per share, on sales of $68,964,000.

Hazeltine Corp. (Greenlawn, NY) increased its second quarter earnings to $.35 per share. That combined with an Air Force settlement and tax loss carryover brought net income for the quarter to $2.05, compared to last year's loss of $.17 per share. Revenues for the quarter were $23,800,000, compared with $21,100,000 last year.

Inforex, Inc. (Burlington, MA) increased its second quarter revenues about six percent to $15,476,000, compared to last year's $14,582,000. Earnings
for the quarter doubled from last year's $192,000 or $.07 per share to $499,000 or $.17 per share.

Motorola's (Schaumburg, IL) semiconductor and automotive products group helped increase company second quarter earnings to $22 million or $.78 per share from last year's $11 million or $.42 per share. Revenues were up to $383.5 million, compared to $345 million in the same quarter of last year. Chairman Robert Galvin attributed the improvement to the economic upswing and organizational and operational changes in the two groups.

Pertec Corp. (Marina del Rey, CA) had to absorb Computer Machinery Corp., which was less than profitable, so first quarter revenues increased, but earnings dropped. Revenues totaled $21 million, compared to $13 million in the same quarter of last year. Net income was $874,000 or $.17 per share vs. $956,000 or $.31 per share last year. Pertec will expand even more if its plans to purchase microperipheral supplier, iCom, go through.

Prime Computer, Inc. (Framingham, MA) is staying on its profitable track with a second quarter increase in earnings of 180 percent, or $442,000 compared to $157,000. Sales for the second quarter were $4.8 million, compared to $2.7 million last year.

Wang Laboratories, Inc. (Tewksbury, MA) came close to doubling its fourth quarter earnings from those of last year. Net earnings totaled $2.9 million or $.57 per share vs. last year's $1.5 million or $.29 per share. Revenues were up 27 percent from last year's $24.9 million to $31.7 million.

Western Peripherals (Anaheim, CA) started shipping disk and tape controllers for minis last September. Its first year earnings were $57,940 or $.10 per share on sales of $538,744.

Comshare for 122,500 shares of Comshare common stock. Trilog will become a wholly-owned division of Comshare and will continue operations in Philadelphia under its current president, Donald J. Devine.

Tymshare, Inc. has completed the acquisition of the business and operations of Medical Data Systems, Inc., Mahwah, NJ, for 82,000 shares of Tymshare common stock.

Itek Corp. has agreed to purchase AutoEx, an interactive computer service. Terms of the agreement call for the exchange of 1-1/2 registered shares of Itel common stock for each share of AutoEx common stock.

CYCON TO BE REORGANIZED

Cycon, Inc., (Sunnyvale, CA) a manufacturer of A/D and D/A converters, has filed for reorganization under the provisions of Chapter XI. In the company's reorganization plan, it is proposed that Cycon will sell its assets and goodwill to CPS, Inc., a Sunnyvale based firm, subject to approval of their creditors and a confirmation by the court.
FLOPPY CONTROLLER ON A CHIP

After coming close to disaster with DEC's LSI-11, Newport Beach (CA)-based Western Digital is making a fast break for another market — the controller market. And not the controller market in the conventional PC board sense, but the controller-on-a-chip market, where the competition comes from the semiconductor manufacturers.

Western Digital's first entry is a floppy disk controller/formatter chip. Although Intel, Rockwell and NEC are also working on a similar chip, Western Digital is the first to ship it in production quantities. Because of the head start, Western Digital has attracted customers like microperipheral manufacturer, iCOM. The chip with 37 ICs will replace a two-board TTL controller with 125 ICs, says iCOM General Manager, Dave Cowen. After looking at this chip and the others being developed, Cowen decided on Western Digital.

"It's the only chip with a hardware seek capability," says Cowen. "It will do a seek and then interrupt when finished, whereas other controllers have to dedicate the CPU to the seek," he adds.

The FD1771 floppy controller chip is an NMOS LSI device housed in a 40-pin package. Inputs and outputs are TTL-compatible and it requires three power supplies. The computer accesses and alters the five controller eight-bit registers — command, status, data, sector and track. For the disk, the FD1771 provides outputs of write gate and data, head load, stepping motor and low current.

Users can format data in IBM 3740 mode with 128, 256, 512 or 1K-byte sectors. Or they can prepare disks with sector lengths up to 4K bytes in 16-byte increments.

The chip accepts and executes 11 commands: seek, restore, step-in, step-out, read sector, write sector and the formatting commands. Price is $80 in single quantity or $60 in quantities of 100.

“Other peripheral chips are in the making,” says Pat Randleman, Western Digital's Data Communication engineering manager. Western Digital has evidently learned not to put all its eggs in one basket, hopefully in the nick of time.

DATA GENERAL'S BETTER IDEA

From an OEM scientific base, Data General is gradually making inroads into the less sophisticated business environment. The Eclipse C/300 commercial mini was the first step. Although it was a business system, the Eclipse C/300 used Fortran. So DG became more businesslike by offering Cobol '74. And now, in its latest step, DG has taken its INFOS file management system out of the "for programmers only" world with a new file creation system called "IDEA."
Before IDEA, programmers had to use Fortran or Cobol to create INFOS files. Even for them, it was time consuming and tricky. But IDEA lets up to 16 unsophisticated terminal users create and access INFOS files.

Although IDEA interacts with INFOS and the RDOS operating system, it's almost a language in itself. Users can design and store CRT screen formats with the Screen Format Generator. The IDEA compiler has over 40 simple English-like instructions so unsophisticated users can specify what to do with the data. The Online Multiterminal Monitor runs the user-created program and manages the terminals. Each terminal can handle its own application or all terminals can handle one.

Unlike another Eclipse access program—CAM—IDEA has features to create files as well as access the files. CAM is designed more for multiterminal communications than for file access.

The IDEA/INFOS combination is similar, but not identical to, Hewlett-Packard's DEL/IMAGE software for the 3000 Series II. DEL is a data entry language that lets a user design screen formats and edit data at the terminal. But unlike the INFOS file management system, IMAGE is a full fledged data base, which means its files are centralized and nonredundant, but more complicated to set up.

**DG'S SMALLEST IDEA.** The $120K system is designed for online order entry and processing, customer service, inventory control, and claims processing.

Data General also upgraded its C/300 memory. A new memory allocation and protection (MAP) unit doubles the memory capacity to 512K bytes and provides hardware protection for user programs in dual programming applications. And it will take fewer memory boards to reach maximum capacity now too. Following HP's lead, DG is offering 64K-byte MOS boards using either Texas Instruments' or its own 4K RAM chips. DG also doubled the density of its core boards to 32K. With the new memory, the C/300 becomes the C/330.

The Hartford Insurance Group has been helping Data General work out the bugs of the IDEA/330 system in the last few months. Hartford will use the system to write policies with input coming from a CRT in every branch office. William Harrison, Hartford assistant vice president, estimates IDEA knocked six months off of system programming time.

Data General also took another step into the commercial IBM territory with the RJE80 software package. The package emulates IBM 2780 and 3780 remote job entry terminals so that a Nova or Eclipse computer can communicate with an IBM mainframe.

Price of a minimum C/330 system with 192K bytes of core, 10MB disk, mag tape, 300-lpm printer, Dasher terminal, CRT console with four CRTs, and RDOS, INFOS, COBOL, RPG II, RJE80 and utility software is $120,500. The IDEA software alone is $3000, including two days of onsite support.

---

**CFI Abraxas IV Magnetic Tape Cleaner**

Keeps our tape line clean. Safe and effective. Removes contamination which can seriously affect the operational capabilities of magnetic tape.

**CFI Abraxas III Disk Cartridge Cleaner-Verifier**

To help maintain our line. Completely portable and self-contained unit cleans and mechanically tests both front and top loading cartridges. Prevents costly head crashes and reduces or eliminates soft errors caused by damaged or dirty disk cartridges.

---
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A MINI FLOPPY FOR MICROS

It's not often that an independent tries to establish a de facto standard in an IBM market, but floppy drive manufacturer Shugart is giving it a go. The Sunnyvale (CA)-based company has designed a floppy drive about half the size of an IBM 3740 drive, with one-fourth the capacity and about two-thirds the price. Shugart says there's a need for a random access peripheral that fits with microcomputers and terminals and that is competitive in size and price with the tape cassette.

To achieve the smaller size and price, Shugart had to give up some performance. The DC (instead of AC) motor turns the disk at 300 instead of 360 rpm. Bit density is 2600 bpi instead of 3200. The result is a lower transfer rate (125K bps vs. 250K bps) and a slower access time (566 msec vs. 286 msec). The 90 kilobytes formatted capacity is one-third that of IBM's 250 kilobytes. The soft error rate is 1 in 10^8, compared to a regular floppy's 1 in 10^9.

But on the positive side of the tradeoff, Shugart's SA400 minifloppy measures 5-3/4 inches and weighs 3 pounds, compared to 8-1/4 inches and 14 pounds for a standard floppy drive. Single quantity price is $390; Shugart's IBM-compatible floppy, the SA800, costs $600. The disk is the same diskette-type construction, only smaller: 5-1/4 inches vs. the 3740's 8 inches.

Other manufacturers tried other...

### SMALL STORAGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRITERION</th>
<th>CRITERION</th>
<th>CRITERION</th>
<th>CRITERION</th>
<th>CRITERION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unformatted capacity</td>
<td>Unformatted capacity</td>
<td>Unformatted capacity</td>
<td>Unformatted capacity</td>
<td>Unformatted capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110KB</td>
<td>250KB</td>
<td>100KB</td>
<td>720KB</td>
<td>2870KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer Rate</td>
<td>Transfer Rate</td>
<td>Transfer Rate</td>
<td>Transfer Rate</td>
<td>Transfer Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125K bits/sec</td>
<td>250K bits/sec</td>
<td>2.5K bits/sec</td>
<td>24K bits/sec</td>
<td>48K bits/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recording Density</td>
<td>Recording Density</td>
<td>Recording Density</td>
<td>Recording Density</td>
<td>Recording Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2600 bpi</td>
<td>3200 bpi</td>
<td>800 bpi</td>
<td>800 bpi</td>
<td>1600 bpi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>566 msec</td>
<td>300 msec</td>
<td>20 sec</td>
<td>20 sec</td>
<td>20 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical Drive Size</td>
<td>Typical Drive Size</td>
<td>Typical Drive Size</td>
<td>Typical Drive Size</td>
<td>Typical Drive Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.25 x 8.75 x 8.0 in.</td>
<td>4.62 x 8.55 x 14.25 in.</td>
<td>5 x 5 x 5 in. +5 x 12 in. PCB</td>
<td>7 x 9 x 12 in.</td>
<td>7 x 9 x 12 in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical Weight</td>
<td>Typical Weight</td>
<td>Typical Weight</td>
<td>Typical Weight</td>
<td>Typical Weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 lbs.</td>
<td>14 lbs.</td>
<td>3.25 lbs.</td>
<td>5 lbs.</td>
<td>5 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive Price,</td>
<td>Drive Price,</td>
<td>Drive Price,</td>
<td>Drive Price,</td>
<td>Drive Price,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Including Electronics</td>
<td>Including Electronics</td>
<td>Including Electronics</td>
<td>Including Electronics</td>
<td>Including Electronics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$390</td>
<td>$600</td>
<td>$550</td>
<td>$750</td>
<td>$1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data supplied by Shugart Associates

---

**We take your business personally**

We have made a major commitment to R&D and to the continuous refinement of the manufacturing process. We will continue to develop technologically advanced products for both the end-user and OEM.

We have also made a major commitment to a nationwide network of independent representatives. The men who sell and service our line have proven themselves to be the best in their field. That's why they represent CFI. They work hard to earn your business by giving you the kind of personal attention and professional service you just can't get anywhere else.

A nearby CFI representative is waiting to show you how you can get all the care and quality we put into our products and all the personal attention you could ever want at prices your accountant will appreciate. And that's really the bottom line.

Call us toll-free for the name of your local representative, 800/854-3290. Or write, CFI Memories, Inc., 305 Crescent Way, Anaheim, CA 92801.

©[fi.memories, inc.]
floppy designs before IBM set the standard. But once the standard is set, it's an uphill battle for any unique type of drive. In its favor, Shugart is second only to IBM in terms of the floppy drive market and possibly more important, Shugart is not really competing with the floppy, but with the cassette and mini cartridge. So maybe there is something of a standard—at least in SHUGART'S ALTERNATIVE. Half the size and two-thirds the cost.

the microcomputer and terminal market—in this new drive. Even micro-peripheral supplier, iCOM, soon to be part of Pertec, is evaluating the drive for future products. And General Systems International is reportedly designing a similar drive.

DEC'S NEW BUSINESS SOFTWARE

Digital has a new operating system for its PDP-11-based small business systems. Commercial Transaction System (CTS) will replace the Commercial Timesharing System (also CTS) for the Datasystems 350 through 570. For the Datasystem 500 line, CTS adds transaction processing to the single or multi-keyed ISAM file management system. A new data entry mode, DECform, allows the user to design data entry formats, run predetermined edits and process or store the data. In another move toward upward compatibility, DEC's modified Cobol, Dibol, can now be run on the Datasystem 500 in addition to the Datasystem 300 line. The most widely used languages, such as Cobol '74 (Level 1), Fortran IV, Basic Plus 2 and RPG II, are also available on the 500.

On the hardware side, DEC's Datasystem 530 has a new configuration using the PDP-11/34 instead of the 11/40, which makes it 15 to 20 percent less expensive than the previous offering. Prices start at $60,000.

One Datasystem 300 member, the 350, will also use the new operating system with Decform. Although the 350 is PDP-11 based, it is part of the PDP-8 based 300 line. But then, what's in a name?
With GE's TermiNet® 9600 Communication Controller you can emulate IBM 2780, 3780 and Univac DCT-1000 remote print stations

If you've been waiting for a fast, versatile and efficient remote print station at an affordable price, wait no more. By interfacing the TermiNet 9600 Communication Controller option with one of General Electric's line printers, you have in one small package, not only emulations for popular remote print stations, but added features like:

- A variety of printer speeds to match your network capacity up to 340 lines per minute
- Throughput that can be upgraded as your workload increases
- Improvements in throughput and cost without changing central site software

And the best part is that you can have this kind of application flexibility. This kind of high performance in a price range you can justify.

for under $500 per month*


For your special kind of needs-A special kind of printer

*Annual lease rate including maintenance — selling price under $10,000.
DAVID TALKS

David (Digitally Activated Voice Information Device) is a line of voice response systems, including both software and hardware interfaces for the DEC PDP-8 and PDP-11, DG Nova series and an asynchronous microprocessor-driven voice response device. The Model S-232 can be used in local or remote sites. David's voice is generated by a digitally-driven, completely solid state speech synthesizer. Prices range from $6750 to $47,500, depending on model and configuration. Interface Systems, Inc., Ann Arbor, MI.

Circle No. 77 on Inquiry Card

REMOTE BATCH TERMINAL

Unitech's UT-2 programmable terminal has a 12K-byte microprocessor-based communications processor, card reader, synchronous communications adapter, line printer console plus communication software. It is software compatible with larger Unitech machines and it operates to 4800 bps with RS-232C compatible modems. Prices start at $700 per month. Unitech, Inc., Austin, TX.

Circle No. 75 on Inquiry Card

TERMINALS

Tymshare's (Cupertino, CA) new Model 325 30-cps terminal prints the full ASCII set of 96 upper and lowercase characters on an extra-wide, 132- or 158-column line length. Variable 10/12 cpi settings and interchangeable fonts make it suitable for reports. It handles an original form and up to five copies on various size forms. An integrated 10-key numeric pad is standard. Price is $4114.

Circle No. 61 on Inquiry Card

Multiterm's (Redondo Beach, CA) 8080 microprocessor-based terminal prints up to 45 characters per second using Diablo's HyType II mechanism. All logical circuitry, memory, microprocessor, power supply, and keyboard are contained in a single desktop unit. The terminal has an RS-232C 25-pin interface connector with ASCII code. The terminal's self-diagnosis feature prints messages when problems occur internally, or in the communications or host system. Single quantity price is $2875.

Circle No. 60 on Inquiry Card

LogAbax (Los Angeles, CA) programmable terminal prints 180 cps and can communicate with any processor. The microprocessor in the LX1010 lets it talk in any existing protocol, code or mode. For example, it can be used as a private line polled device, emulating a 2740 Mod II. It can be used the next minute as an ASCII-compatible time sharing device. Or it can be used a moment later as a 2741, with or without APL. Lease price is about $200 per month.

Circle No. 62 on Inquiry Card

Randal Data Systems, Inc. (Torrance, CA) has a floppy batch terminal with complete editing and data search capability. The new send/receive store-and-edit terminal is plug-compatible with existing RS-232 data terminals. Over 2400 addressable lines of 128 characters can be accessed from the RDS/FSDR or from any asynchronous CRT or keyboard/printer terminal. Prices start at $1995.

Circle No. 63 on Inquiry Card

HP, DEC, NOVA, MICRODATA, disc storage users

What does IBM and Microcomputer Systems have in common? We both have a customer proven microprogrammed disk controller: IBM in the large system world and Microcomputer Systems in the mini world.

The MSC-1000 Intelligent Controller microprogramming allows operating system flexibility by permitting your mini to perform the functions it was designed to handle, while the MSC-1000 gets on with the business of handling the disk system. Low cost, high performance. We use fewer parts to give us high reliability giving you greater up-time. We don't just build and ship—we run exhaustive diagnostic testing in a realtime environment.

- Multiple Sector Data Transfer
- Automatic Self-test
- Over-lapped Seek
- Automatic Track Seek and Verify
- Write Protected Track Declaration and Detection
- Defective Track Flanging and Sensing
- Operator Fault Analysis Panel

microcomputer systems corporation
440 Oakmead Parkway • Sunnyvale, California • 94086 • (408) 733-4200

CIRCLE NO. 23 ON INQUIRY CARD
Who says colors have to be confined to the outdoors? Not Tab. Our Data Media® Cabinets are available in 24 exciting colors to help you harmonize, match, contrast or just plain add color to any office or data processing environment. And if our 24 colors don't excite you, pick the colors you want and we will customize our Data Media Cabinets to create the precise colorful environment you want. Incidentally, Tab Data Media Cabinets are known for their versatility in providing safe, efficient storage for disks, cartridges, cards, tapes, cassettes, binders, printouts, or whatever else you need filed where you can get at it fast.

Ask your local Tab representative for our colorful brochure for data media storage systems. Tab Products Company, 2690 Hanover Street, Palo Alto, California 94304

Whatever the Colors

Whatever the Media

We've got your Cabinets
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TERMINAL CONTROL UNIT

The TCU-8 terminal control unit reduces the number of computer ports, modems and transmission lines required in a non-polled, multiple-terminal data communications network. Via a time sharing technique, the TCU allows one computer port or modem to service up to eight terminals and can be cascaded for extra capacity. Terminals can be collocated with the TCU or extended any distance from the TCU via conventional or limited distance modems. The control unit handles data rates up to 9600 bps. Price is $995. Synetch Corp., Rockville, MD.

Circle No. 74 on Inquiry Card

MULTIPOINT DIAGNOSTICS

The Codex Multipoint Network Control System identifies the portion of a network that is malfunctioning and then uses alternate facilities to restore network operation. It operates through a frequency division multiplexed secondary channel so that many of its functions can be performed without interrupting data on the high-speed channel. A master control console is the user's interface to multipoint network. It can control up to eight multipoint lines, each of which can have up to 30 drops. The remote card set interface system to Codex LSI fast poll modems introduced last December. Price of the master control console is $4950. The remote card set is $895. Codex Corp., Newton, MA.

Circle No. 71 on Inquiry Card

MICROPROGRAMMED TEST SET

The TC-100 data communications test set can be used in tech control systems or as a portable testing device. It simulates and tests all components of the data network, including communications circuits, modems, terminals and computer ports. Both system hardware and software can be tested. The unit fits in 5-1/4 inches of rack panel space. Dynatech Laboratories, Inc., Alexandria, VA.

Circle No. 72 on Inquiry Card

MODEMS AND MUXES

Modem Kit. The Pennywhistle 103 Acoustic Coupler kit can be used either as an acoustic coupler (with the telephone handset) or it can be wired directly into the telephone via a DAA. In either case, the modem will operate in both the half-duplex (unidirectional) or full-duplex (bidirectional) modes. Its three-stage active filter prevents noise and harmonics from getting through. The Pennywhistle kit includes everything needed to build the entire unit. All electronic components mount on a single 5 by 9-inch PC board. The kit also includes all chassis parts, speakers, speaker grilles, muffs and line cord. Price of the kit is $109.95. M&R Enterprises, Sunnyvale, CA.

Circle No. 64 on Inquiry Card

Synchronous Time Division Multiplexer. The bit interleaved TDM 1251 lets a user configure data networks of various speeds. It monitors each channel display online at both ends and has an automatic channel switching network. It provides users with control of both the local and remote TDMs right to the terminal interface. Each individual channel can be looped back without affecting operation of any other channel. General DataComm Industries, Inc., Wilton, CT.

Circle No. 66 on Inquiry Card

19,200-BPS Line Sharing Device. Paradyne's LSD transmitter/receiver provides full duplex data communications at 19,200, 16,800, 14,400, 12,000 and 9,600 bps over unconditioned voice grade channels (3002 lines). To operate over this range of speeds, the LSD uses two independent voice band channels, each operating at speeds of up to 9600 bps. The Line Sharing Device has built-in diagnostics and an unattended self-monitoring capability that automatically switches down the speeds of the associated modems whenever channel degradation threatens data transmission capability. Paradyne Corp., Largo, FL.

Circle No. 65 on Inquiry Card

COMM REPORTS

World Telecommunications Directory. Frost & Sullivan's 1200-page 1976 edition lists government regulatory and controlling agencies, common carriers and PTTs, which provide domestic and international service for 45 countries. Domestic and international public switched, telex and leased line services are described in detail with tariffs. Specialized services such as packet switching networks are also included. The Directory with three updates costs $950.

Circle No. 68 on Inquiry Card

Online Communications Tariff Guide. DMW Telecommunication Corp.'s pricing guide is an online program on the Automatic Data Processing/Cyphernetics network. It helps in planning, designing or managing large leased line voice or data networks. The program computes prices for leased line telecommunications networks. It automatically prices individual point-to-point lines, groups of point-to-point lines, and individual multipoint lines for a variety of tariffs, including all Bell System interstate leased offerings such as HiLo, DDS, and Telpak.

Circle No. 70 on Inquiry Card
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Your mother does not like to be interrupted when she's busy.

It's too bad your big computer has such a busy schedule. But that's the way your mother was meant to work. That steady job stream has been very carefully planned out to make the most of your mother's time.

Which, unfortunately, has made it tough for your mother to handle things that don't fit into the schedule. Things like demand reports, online data entry and unplanned jobs.

But that doesn't mean you can't do the unexpected. All you have to do is get your big computer a little help. A computer that can do the jobs your mother can't handle.

A Data General commercial ECLIPSE computer.

The commercial ECLIPSE computer is smaller than the big computers you may be used to using. But it has the things big computers have. A commercial instruction set that even has an EDIT function, for example. And large memory configurations.

This computer also has incredibly easy-to-use interactive data entry/access software called Idea that speeds program development and use. And speeds use of business-oriented files maintained by our INFOS data management system with multilevel keyed access.

The COBOL that's available with the commercial ECLIPSE computer is the highest level implementation of ANSI '74 COBOL standards.

It's a complete language system that comes with features like an interactive debugger, and an integrated SORT/MERGE. Plus it also includes an IBM-compatible RPG II and real-time FORTRAN.

Most important, this computer has a communications ability that lets you interface to your big computer. For example, when talking to an IBM system, the ECLIPSE computer can emulate 3780/2780 and HASP procedures. Or just be itself.

And wherever you put this computer, you can plan on it doing more than one thing at a time. Up to 16 Idea applications and remote job entry concurrently, for example. Or one Idea application using up to 16 terminals while a COBOL program processes previously entered data. Or simultaneous program development and communications.

It's all from a major computer manufacturer, Data General. Which means you get full software support, a range of system and field engineering services, financing alternatives, compatible peripherals and much more.

Write for more information. That way, your mother will be able to work the way she was meant to. And you won't have to interrupt her when she's busy.
BELL'S DIVERSION

"Don't fire 'til you see the whites of their eyes," is Computer Industry Association President A.G. Biddle's advice to the opponents of the Bell monopoly bills presently before Congress. Biddle maintains that AT&T Chairman John deButts introduced the Bell consumer acts in an election year not to have them passed that year, but the following year. By then, the issue will be old hat to the press and will no longer receive front page attention. Without the competition of negative front pages, AT&T can then start its media blitz. So Biddle advises, "Save your energies until the real battle begins."

PDP-11 COMM INTERFACES

Digital Equipment Corp. has three new communication interfaces for its PDP-11 minis. Operating on DECNET under its DDCMP protocol is the DMC11 single high-speed line synchronous interface. A microprocessor implements the DDCMP protocol functions. Price is $2145. The first of DEC's multi-protocol interfaces, the DUP11, handles SDLC, HDLC, DDCMP and older eight-bit protocols such as BSC. The program-interrupt driven interface operates with synchronous modems at speeds up to 9600 bps. Price is $1375. The DZ11 multiplexer interfaces eight to sixteen asynchronous terminals to PDP-11s. Price of an eight-line DZ11 is $2100; for sixteen lines, it's $3400.

DATA-PATCH MODULE

Data-Patch modules give quick access to digital data telecommunication circuits at low cost. Most technical control facilities require "normal-through" jack sets to interconnect telephone lines, modems, and computer ports in a standard configuration for normal operation. When problems develop, patching is a quick means of substituting spare modems or computer ports for system restoration. The new DPM-2-1 module gives patch access to test or spare equipment. Atlantic Research Corp., Alexandria, VA.

Circle No. 76 on Inquiry Card

INTERNATIONAL PACKET NETWORK

A Canadian network and a U.S. network are exchanging packets to form the first international packet switching network. The Trans-Canada Telephone Systems Datapac network and Cuper-tino (CA)-based Tymshare's network will interconnect sometime in 1977, shortly after Datapac is put into operation. Tymshare's network, Tymnet, now serves about 70 cities in the U.S. and Canada. Both networks will use the SNAP protocol, which is based on the recently CCITT-approved X.25 network interface protocol. (CCITT is the international standards organization for the telecommunications industry.)

EFTS GROWTH

"Of the 80 billion retail transactions predicted for the nation in 1983, some 5.2 billion will be automated," says American Bankers Association Executive Vice President Willis Alexander. "Cost savings in 1983 are estimated at 14 cents per transaction - a total savings nationwide of $700 million annually," he adds. This year, despite legal and regulatory constraints at the state and the federal level, six times as many banks will install POS terminals than last year, he says. That means six percent of all commercial banks in this country will be using these terminals compared with only one percent in 1975. And among the banks with assets of more than $200 million, 20 percent will be electronically hooked up to POS terminals.

TALKING INTERFACE

The Wavelet (San Diego, CA) audio response unit talks back to CRTs, Touch Tone or transaction telephone terminals over 110, 150 or 300-baud voice grade lines. Its prerecorded vocabulary of a maximum of 124 words is transmitted at 0.5-second intervals. Multifrequency tones from Touch Tone telephones are translated into digital information by the receiver data set and transmitted to the host. A microprocessor-based controller handles terminal multiplexing and message transmission over the communications channel. Also under microprocessor control, the word multiplexer selects and transmits the analog message to the terminal. The host can be anything from an IBM 370 to a mini, as long as it has 1200 baud asynchronous lines. Prices hover around $25,000.

Circle No. 73 on Inquiry Card

PERIPHERAL ADAPTER

Printers, plotters, card readers, and disk/tape storage units can be interfaced to CRTs or teleprinters with the Peripheral Equipment Adapter. It allows up to three devices with either RS-232 voltage or 20 mA current loop interface. For terminal systems requiring more devices, adapters can be cascaded. Price in single quantity is $135. United Data Services Co., Inc., Phoenix, AZ.

Circle No. 67 on Inquiry Card
MEMORY AT WORK

Minicomputer Memories.

When you want add-in/add-on memory for the major minicomputers, deal directly with the memory experts at EMM.

Lower cost. Up to twice the memory for your money from EMM. And you have a choice...core or semiconductor.


Immediate availability. You get the system you want when you want it.

A full year’s warranty. You get one year unconditional warranty against defects in workmanship and performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minicomputer Model</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Co. Price</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data General Nova 1200</td>
<td>8K Words</td>
<td>$2,000</td>
<td>$860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16K Words</td>
<td>$3,500</td>
<td>$1,230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32K Words</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
<td>$2,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdata 7/16, 7/32</td>
<td>32K Bytes</td>
<td>$5,000</td>
<td>$2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Automation SPC-16</td>
<td>16K Words</td>
<td>$4,600</td>
<td>$2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC PDP-11 Core Add-On Unibus</td>
<td>32K Words</td>
<td>$9,800</td>
<td>$5,190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC PDP-11 NMOS Add-On Fast Bus</td>
<td>64K Words</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
<td>$19,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC PDP-11 Core Add-In</td>
<td>16K Words</td>
<td>$4,500</td>
<td>$1,825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC LSI-11 Add-In</td>
<td>16K Words</td>
<td>Not Avail.</td>
<td>$1,590</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* All prices for single unit quantities.

AND NOW ANNOUNCING...
Add-On core or NMOS memory for the DEC PDP-11/70.
256K Bytes in a 5¼” chassis for only $18,500! Available Now.
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CIRCLE NO. 27 ON INQUIRY CARD
MASTERCING THE MICRO

Continuing the series of first-hand accounts on what it takes in patience and knowhow to apply the micro to real products. Here, Robert Giuli, who founded a time sharing service and microcomputer design firm, tells of his madcap race against time to develop a micro-based control system to be used to destroy deadly nerve gas at the Rocky Mountain Arsenal.

EXPERIENCES WANTED

Have you used a micro and want to share that experience? Tell us briefly about what you went through, and MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS will provide all the back-up editorial support necessary to chronicle the micro application in an accurate and telling style on those descriptions chosen. The experience can even be an unfortunate one, just as long as you learned lessons helpful to others who are attempting to master the micro.

The microcomputer development effort I will discuss traces back to a directive from President Ford. My experiences on the job as head of a team effort illustrate just how effective microprocessor technology can be when applied to projects that have severe time pressures. They also illustrate that Murphy's Law — that if anything can go wrong, it does — still operates even in the hot-shot microprocessor world.

The saga begins long before I personally became involved. Officials of the huge Stapleton International Airport in Denver wanted to expand a runway into space occupied by the U.S. Army Rocky Mountain Arsenal in Denver. The space, however, held a large cache of canisters containing liquified nerve gas. Some canisters had deteriorated, and crystals that had formed on the outside indicated that they were leaking. The ensuing uproar caused President Ford to order the softball-size canisters to be destroyed, and a facility had to be constructed to do the job.

The design of the disposal facility fell to the Army Corps of Engineers. The Corp., electing to modify an existing structure in Denver and to design a totally automated system, selected Stearns-Roger Inc. in Denver as the contracting engineers under a $15 million award.

THE OPERATING SYSTEM

The system that Stearns-Roger came up with involves many automatic, sequential steps. Inside the sealed-off building, machines pick up the canisters one at a time, place them on a conveyor belt, and route them to a huge punch that punctures the metal shell. The liquid drains into a tank that contains neutralizing chemicals, and the empty canister proceeds to an oven where it is melted down. Doors open and close at frequent intervals along the way, and a scrubber as part of the system also automatically cleanses the air vented to the outside. The system also incorporates automatic equipment to monitor and control steam pressure, oven temperature, and valve operation. In addition, an extensive alarm system, to assure fail-safe operation, alerts technicians to any malfunction or other anomaly anywhere in the system — immediately as it is detected.

Studies by Stearns-Roger’s engineers, however, showed that a microcomputer-based system would be best. Each of the sundry tasks appeared routine to handle, and the necessary interfaces appeared simple to build. So the engineers opted for the Intel 4040 micro and then subcontracted out the actual design.

This was in February, 1975, but by August, no microcomputer design was forthcoming because the subcontractor had not been made aware of the situation’s gravity. Now, the micro-computer had become the critical element in the rush project. Stearns-Roger was projecting further slippages of several months that carried potential losses of up to $250,000 a week in additional labor charges and other overhead costs. More urgent, the public was becoming impatient over the delay. I was on a fishing expedition in the Sierra Madre mountains at this time.

Robert Giuli, President, Giuli Microprocessing Inc., San Jose, CA.
and now
PARADYNE PRESENTS
the Teleprocessing Answer Man

**QUESTION** Why is remote processing for IBM 360/370 users such a hassle?

**ANSWER** Because the host processor is over-burdened handling error control and error correction, rather than doing data processing.

**QUESTION** How can the system overhead required for remote processing be eliminated?

**ANSWER** Do all computer processing in local mode, regardless of location of I/O devices.

**QUESTION** How is this possible?

**ANSWER** Use the PARADYNE PIX II SYSTEM.

**QUESTION** What types of devices are available with PIX II?

**ANSWER** Local peripheral devices, CRTs, line printers, card readers, magnetic tape, card punches.

**QUESTION** What software is available with PIX II?

**ANSWER** All local software that is available to the host CPU.

**QUESTION** How can a person find out more about this PIX II System?

**ANSWER** Call your local PARADYNE sales office.

“PIX II MAKES REMOTE PROCESSING SIMPLE.”

Paradyne Corporation
8550 Ulmerton Road
Largo, Florida 33540
813-536-4771 TWX 810-866-0432

Paradyne Corporation Sales Offices:
Boston (617) 965-4800
Chicago (312) 859-8310
Cincinnati (513) 793-2633
Dallas (214) 661-0242

Paradyne Corporation International Sales Offices: Canada, Europe, Japan

Let PARADYNE help you drain the swamp.
basic black!
it's the best color for stand-by batteries

Carefree®

Choose from 32 black beauties. Everyone is sealed, spill-proof and has a dual cover. They are maintenance free and rechargeable. Your most dependable stand-by computer power.

Reliable, American-Made Quality.
The Black Battery. It's Carefree.

FAST, NATION-WIDE SERVICE

We're as close as your phone and offer FREE technical consulting to match power sources to your power needs. We also will custom design batteries for special applications.

WHY I WAS CHOSEN

I was called in because of my expertise in microprocessors. In fact, my consulting firm was one of the first to specialize in the development of microprocessor-based products. Until this moment, however, I had never faced a situation with such pressure. And, as a consultant, I was expected to do magic by putting everything back on track...fast.

But experience suggested that I would need six months to design, build, debug, and test a proposed system. That wouldn't do. I was given four months to do the job—to develop the microcomputer monitors and controls by December 31, 1975. Here it was the first day on the job, and I was already two months late! I threw myself into an analysis of the project, working night and day and weekends as head of a Stearns-Roger team. We wound up partitioning the problem. The system would have a variety of monitors and measurements to report, in addition to running the operating system that would actually handle and destroy the toxic bombs. As a measure of the alarm system's importance, however, I calculated that it would ultimately take up to 60 percent of the microprocessor code.

CHOOSING THE MICRO DESIGN

Our study also showed that it would be too risky to have a single Intel 4040 micro handle both the monitoring and operating functions, as the previous subcontractor had been trying to do. Indeed, that was one reason why the project had slipped so badly. The problem was not one of lack of processing capacity on the Intel 4040 micro but rather that it had to do with timing. Both the control and material handling functions had to be performed virtually simultaneously; the 4040 would have to jump from one function to another quickly. A detailed timing analysis showed that one 4040 could handle such switching, but that it would take some very elegant programming to resolve the timing constraints. This made the approach impractical, and we abandoned it.

We began to study other alternatives. A faster microprocessor would certainly have helped, and I looked carefully at the Intel 8080. The device was still new, though I had already worked with it, certain desirable development aids were not yet available. Nor did distributors carry a large 8080 parts inventory. Hence, I decided against risking the schedule on the potential unavailability of a crucial 8080 part.

THE BEST PATH

Instead the best path appeared to be to use two 4040's in the system—one dedicated to control, the other to material handling—and to incur a slight cost in additional hardware. No longer would we have to consider sharing a single 4040 CPU to jump back and forth between functions. As a result, the programming and debugging became comparatively straightforward. The control and handling programs could now each be developed independently. The 4040 offered another big advantage. I already owned standard Pro-Log card sets, so I would not have to be concerned any longer over the possible unavailability of critical parts.

Now came more nitty-gritty work to develop the operating systems. I firmly believe in “straight-line” coding because it is simple and easy to check-out and maintain. Therefore, we did not use the 4040's interrupt scheme, though it might have resulted in a more efficient system. Rather, we chose input “flags” as the way to announce important events because ease of implementation remained the overriding criterion to keep on schedule. The software was given the task to check the relevant flags frequently enough to sense contact closures, set point values, and other external
The Teletype model 40 OEM printer. When you look at it from price and performance, you’ll find it difficult to look at anything else.

The fact of the matter is simply this:
We don’t think any other printer can even come close to the model 40.
And that’s no idle boast. Not when you consider the facts.

Consider: Where else can you get a 132-column, heavy-duty impact printer that delivers over 300 lines per minute for less than $2000, or an 80-column printer for under $1400?

The big reason behind the model 40’s price/performance advantage is our unique design.
Even though it operates at speeds of more than 300 lpm, wear and tear is less than you’d find in a conventional printer operating at considerably slower speed. Fewer moving parts and solid-state components add up to greater reliability and reduced maintenance.

Here’s something else to consider: Where else can you get a printer that delivers the kind of flexibility and reliability the model 40 offers?

For complete information, please contact our Sales Headquarters at: 5555 Touhy Ave., Skokie, Ill. 60076. Or call Terminal Central at: (312) 982-2000.

The Teletype model 40 OEM printer. Nothing even comes close.
Introducing The FlexiFile Family
From Tri-Data...

FlexiFile 10

...requires
NO software modification
in your present system. Tri Data provides
an RS-232 coupler for data communica­
tions interface. So you can replace
your data set or terminal. Connected
between the terminal and modem, the
FlexiFile 10 can serve as a recording
device for both units. And you can re­
place high speed paper tape... 816 feet
per single floppy disk.

FlexiFile 11

is user-defined. It's as easy as pushing
the reset switch. 8 LED'S indicate each
operating mode... 6 input switches let
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disk based. Our fully modular interfaces
include an RS 232 coupler, and IEEE -
488 Instrumentation Bus, and an 8' Bit
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line storage. Stand alone or rack
mount options.
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94043
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TO THE FINISH LINE

By now, I had become accustomed
to the unexpected... but no new jolts
came, and we made the schedule
exactly on the deadline date. Each
microcomputer incorporated into the
facility was demonstrated on Decem­
ber 30, 1975 and the system went
online in early 1976. The alarm
microcomputer, it turned out, con­
tained 4000 bytes of code; the control
micro 2500, and each system had about
160 bytes of RAM as work space. The
system, designed to destroy 42 can­
isters a day, can actually handle 70 can­
isters on good days. Nevertheless, the
facility is expected to run three shifts
through December 1977 before it dis­
poses of all the canisters at stake.
After we sell you a mini, we don’t run off.

We’ve been building computer systems and supporting our users for over 20 years. So when you buy our Level 6 minicomputers, you get compact, flexible, exceptionally configurable minis that are reliable, serviceable, and attractively priced.

To help you use them, we have the educators, the systems analysts, and the knowledge and experience that only a worldwide mainframe manufacturer like Honeywell can offer.

And to help you keep them running, we have a field maintenance force of over 3500 in the United States alone. The point is, when you need support, you don’t have to hunt for it.

Honeywell Information Systems, 200 Smith Street, MS 487, Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
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Under New
Introducing a revolutionary new product.
The 8080A microprocessor.
Well... new for us anyway.
National is now second-sourcing the 8080A. Backed by support devices galore and a complete family of 8080 products (some available now, some coming soon).
We’re cranking 8080As out by the carload.
Delivery (as many as you want) is no problem.
So if the other guy’s line is busy, you might give us a call.

National Semiconductor Corporation
2900 Semiconductor Drive,
Santa Clara, CA 95051

Gentlemen,
Please send your passel of prolific pontifications about your INS8080A, support devices, and related family products.
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The IEEE Compcon '76 Computer Conference celebrated the second industrial revolution in September in Washington, DC. The steam engine started the first revolution. The microprocessor launched the second and it is still undergoing change. Engineers are continuously squeezing more bits on a chip, making chip architecture more sophisticated, and creating software to fit the hardware to more applications. The abstracts below of six Compcon papers impart a feeling of this sweep and the conference theme — "Computers... By the Millions, For the Millions."

**SEMICONDUCTOR TECHNOLOGY TRENDS**

Jerry Luecke of Texas Instruments forecast $I^2$L (integrated injection logic) would challenge MOS technology by 1980 in the performance and cost arenas. He arrived at the projection through use of a semiconductor manufacturer's tool that measures performance. The equation relates the speed-power product (SP) to propagation delay through a logic gate ($t_p$) and gate power dissipation (PD).

\[(SP \text{ (picojoules)}) = t_p \text{ (nanoseconds)} \times PD \text{ (microwatts)}\].

Lower $t_p$ values mean faster speeds; lower PD values mean lower power consumption; and the lower the speed-power product number, the higher the performance. The figures below tell the results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>TYPE OF LOGIC</th>
<th>$t_p$ (nsec)</th>
<th>PD (µW)</th>
<th>SPEED-POWER PRODUCT (Picojoules)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>TTL</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>TTL</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>TTL</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>TTL (Schottky)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>TTL (low power)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Speed-Power Product Lineup**

In sum, MOS technology has paced the gains in high functional density designs, though $I^2$L technology now challenges that position. Two years ago $I^2$L was not even a match for MOS. $I^2$L now has a $t_p$ at 35 nanoseconds and PD at 85 microwatts per gate. This is two times better performance than the best MOS devices, and Luecke now projects that $I^2$L will improve the speed-power product by a factor of three by 1980, thus helping to replace MOS at the highest levels of integration. Silicon on sapphire technology would also be a contender by then except that the substrate and the manufacturing costs are high. Low-power Schottky technology will take over intermediate integration levels. And in low-speed applications, PMOS and NMOS will reign, at least for a little while.
We’re somewhat ahead of the pack.

Nashua is so in tune with today’s market that our technological and manufacturing capabilities enable us to often be out there with the right magnetic media right on the heels of the drive manufacturers themselves. It may shake up our accounting people at times to come out with new products before there is a large demand for them. But it does give drive users an alternate, independent source for computer supplies right from the start.

Our extensive experience and expertise also enables Nashua to provide the full range of products within a particular drive’s configuration requirements (as, for example, our fast turnaround on the family of disc packs for the advanced Trident series drives). And our capabilities keep us on top of the market supplying a complete selection of dependable magnetic media for all current configurations specified by drive manufacturers.

But Nashua even goes beyond that. We offer a planned program specifically designed to service the needs of both O.E.M.’s and systems houses. That means Nashua is geared to working with you during the design stage of any new memory modules to fit your own special requirements. You’ll find that Nashua computer products meet or exceed all specifications in all instances. They come to you complete, with all factory recorded servo information. We may be fast, but we’re thorough.

Nashua’s Calcomp “Trident” Disc Packs

Nashua 4460 Series of 5-high disc packs are specifically designed for Calcomp “Trident” storage drives. These advanced disc packs are capable of storing 27,400,000...54,700,000...and 82,100,000 Bytes of data.
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16K RAM – FROM MICROS TO MAINFRAMES

The generation of the 16K RAM is here, said Derrel Coker and Ken Davis of Mostek Corp. – microprocessor systems, minicomputers, and even large mainframes will soon contain the memory devices in quantity, as they now employ 4K RAM. Engineers can now build a 64K by eight-bit system – typically, a microprocessor’s maximum addressable memory – on a double-sided PC board in less than 50 sq. in. of space. 16K RAM access times range from 350 nanoseconds to less than 150 nanoseconds, and like the 4K predecessor, the more dense memory devices can be used in read/write storage, shift registers, buffers, and even FIFO configurations.

So far most 16K RAMs use the same address multiplexing technique and the same 16-pin package as do the 4K RAM. This simplifies system upgrades. However, Mostek has two new 16K RAM features – page mode operation and read while write memory. These give the memories an added advantage in minicomputer and mainframe applications. Read while write memory enables a read operation to begin at one address and a write operation also to begin at the same address and within the same memory cycle even before the data is accessed from the memory. Page mode speeds up successive memory operations at multiple column locations on the same row address without increasing the operating power. A 16K RAM with a 250-nanosecond access time, for example, has a page access of 165 nanoseconds.

BUBBLES – STATUS AND PROSPECTS

Ten years ago, scientists at Bell Labs began to search for an improved memory material besides Permalloy, and came up with bubble memories, based on garnet substrates, according to H.S. Chang at the IBM T.J. Watson Research Center. Now Hitachi has a 32-kilobyte bubble memory and Rockwell International also has a 100-kilobyte unit although the technology is still new.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>’76</th>
<th>Before ’80</th>
<th>After ’80</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bubble Density (bits/in²)</td>
<td>10⁶</td>
<td>10⁷</td>
<td>&gt;10⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data rate (MHz)</td>
<td>0.1-0.25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access time (msec)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip capacity (bits)</td>
<td>10⁶</td>
<td>10⁸</td>
<td>10⁹-10¹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage medium</td>
<td>Garnet</td>
<td>Garnet</td>
<td>Garnet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Garnet</td>
<td></td>
<td>Amorphous film</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application examples</td>
<td>POS</td>
<td>Space-flight recorder</td>
<td>Large file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Calculator</td>
<td>Main memory extension</td>
<td>Data base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition</td>
<td>CCD</td>
<td>CCD</td>
<td>CCD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BEAMOS</td>
<td>BEAMOS</td>
<td>BEAMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fixed-head disks and drums</td>
<td>Moving-head disks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bubble Progress

Bubble memories at about 0.2 cents per bit as systems price cost about the same as CCD memories. But they are about 100 times slower! But the technology has other things going for it. It has a simple structure so that the memories
can have greater bit densities and lower cost than CCDs. Scientists must develop better systems and chip approaches, however, to achieve the kind of bit densities that they want—10^5 to 10^6 bits on a chip at .02 cents per bit. The present "major/minor" loop configuration slows down the memory and a better decoder organization and sensor design could speed things up. Start and stop capability can also be used to eliminate latency delay.

Bubble memories will shrink in size after 1980 because different types of materials will be found, such as amorphous films. By then, bubbles should have bit densities of 10^9 bits on a chip and moving head disk manufacturers should begin to worry about competition.

**INTELLIGENT PERIPHERAL CHIPS**

Now that the CPU is on a chip, users are demanding enhanced memories, controllers, clock generators, and bus transceivers, said Henry M. Blume, Jr. of Intel Corp. But even more important, users are demanding intelligent peripheral chips so that the microprocessor doesn't have to be devoted almost entirely to peripheral control.

And to do just that job, Intel is working on more than 10 advanced programmable peripheral chips, including a peripheral interface, communication interface, DMA controller, floppy controller, and CRT controller. The CRT controller is the most sophisticated. It is actually a dual bank, 80-byte (row) memory: one bank rotates output for each line on the CRT row, and the other bank is input via DAM request from bulk memory.

**A MICROPROCESSOR NETWORK DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM**

To do microprocessor software development, users can obtain basic tools by using either a time sharing network or a program development system. In each case, the software to be developed is tied to the development system, which, in turn, is tied to a specific microprocessor. This poses design problems, especially when the microprocessor is to be part of a network. Structure and behavior of the processor or the network cannot be represented consistently. And no tools to simulate an entire network are available at a high enough level and with sufficiently large instruction set.
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Case Western Reserve Univ., however, has devised a software development system based on a PDP-11/45 that can adapt to different microprocessors and to microprocessor networks, according to Paul G. Drongowski and Charles W. Rose in the Dept. of Computer Engineering and Information Sciences. The so-called Network Microprocessor contains an embedded machine description in each of three software processors - assembler, compiler, and simulator. By simply changing the processor description, the software processor can be applied to different microprocessor families.

The metaMicro assembler has a declaration section to describe the target microinstruction and the instruction fields, followed by a user program. Microinstruction assembly is simply a translation process, resembling macro expansion, as shown below:

```plaintext
 Metamicro Assembles a Shift Emulation Program

The compiler is based on Bell and Newell's Instruction Set Processor language. ISP statements define the digital system in terms of registers and data transfers. Statements look like this:

```condition``->```structure`` = f (```struct`` , ```struct`` , ... ) ; separator

If a condition is true, data operator "f" is applied to the argument registers and the result is stored in the destination register. If no "condition" exists, the transfer is performed. Although ISP statements describe the behavior of one processor at a time, Case Western extended the language with a "port" construct for exchanging data and control signals between processors. A "wait" signal was also added so processors could be synchronized.
A NetSim ecologist and a kernel control the simulation on the system. The ecologist accepts a description of the network and links ISP output modules to match the network interconnections. The kernel provides the runtime operations on the simulation program by scheduling processes, simulating large memories, and interpreting interactive debug commands from the user. If the system needs to be modified after simulation, the user changes programs and registers transfer descriptions and runs the task again.

Case Western hopes to have the Network Microprocessor up and running by the end of the year.

MICROPROCESSOR-BASED ENERGY MANAGEMENT

Energy management systems originally were used to control energy consuming equipment in a single building. Honeywell, however, uses a microprocessor to extend the system to building complexes, reports Gideon Shavit in Honeywell’s commercial division. Now, special features can be added virtually at will via changes in programming rather than by hardware modifications. The system can also be extended easily by simply adding memory, peripherals, and I/O interfaces.

Honeywell’s Alpha/Delta 1000 comes with a microprocessor, memory for operating software, loading interface, universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter for up to 10 transmission channels, and a 16-bit tristate bus connecting the UARTs to the microprocessor. In operation, the central processor polls the status of each I/O device by sending the address that is unique to each device through the UART. When a device is addressed, it responds by transmitting a status word.
Software Compatibility: Myth vs. Realities

Some so-called family micros produced by the traditional minicomputer vendors can use an existing, extensive library of minicomputer software. The manufacturers are promoting this feature to the hilt, naturally, but contributing editor Stiefel explains when this kind of software compatibility is meaningful and when it is not.

Compatibility between one generation of equipment and another surfaced as a critical issue in the computer industry when International Business Machines Corp. announced the 360 family of computers in 1964. Users faced a nightmare to convert from the prior generation 1400 line; they had to either run existing programs in what was an inefficient emulation mode or rewrite them entirely. The same arduous procedure, however, was necessary when upgrading equipment within the older 1400 product line, and the 360 family did eliminate that problem. All of the machines in the series were software compatible. They had common instruction sets and compatible operating systems, compilers, and utilities.

Years later, when the 370 family came on the scene, IBM demonstrated that compatibility among generations of computers could also be achieved. Indeed, the IBM 370, which was software compatible with the 360 series, could not have succeeded in the marketplace if it had required customers to go through another horror like the 1401-to-360 conversion. And now, we even can look forward to a fourth IBM computer generation to contain micro-programmed operating systems implemented more in hardware than in software (we pray), and, most important, still compatible with the 360 and 370 generations in user applications.

MINI-MICRO MILIEU VS. MAXI WORLD

All of this history and the computer industry's acceptance by now of software compatibility might suggest that the concept is equally desirable in the mini-micro world where three manufacturers—Digital Equipment Corp., Data General Corp., and Texas Instruments—are promoting microprocessor and microcomputer products on the basis that they are software compatible with older generation minicomputers. For DEC, this would be the LSI-11 and the PDP-11 for Data General, the MicroNova and the Novas, for TI, the 990/04 and 990.

But the maxi world dogma that compatibility is a good thing does not necessarily hold in the mini-micro milieu. product be an instrument, intelligent terminal, electronic game, or calculator. Upgrading such applications to use minicomputers is unthinkable.

DOWNWARD COMPATIBILITY IS THE ISSUE

Downward compatibility, not upward, is the issue in the new generation of ultra-small computers. Many companies who already sell a minicomputer-based process control system, communication net, or computer peripheral, may want to turn to a microprocessor to shrink the package, reduce cost, or gain other advantages, and downward compatibility can be a definite plus in such cases. An original equipment manufacturer already locked into a PDP-11 or a
That's leadership.
You know where the parade is going. So do we: Distributed Processing. Putting the power where you need it means you get information when you need it. No fumbling. No bumbling. That's why we built the Zentec 9003 user programmable intelligent terminal. Not just intelligent... programmable.

Do it your way.
The 9003 is designed to solve a wide range of problems. That's why we provide comprehensive sets of microcomputer firmware programs in either PROM or ROM... plus a RAM option that provides true programmability. What's more, you can add the peripherals you need, when and where you need them.

Keep it simple and dependable.
As often as not, your operator isn't a programmer. Thus, simple and understandable operation is vital. That's why we build the 9003 to be easily understood and operated.

And, easily maintained.
Test it yourself.
We do. Every single 9003 goes through exhaustive tests before we deliver it to you. That means you get a nice surprise... no surprises. You just put the 9003 to work and watch it perform. But that's not surprising. At Zentec, we know where the parade is going.

Distributed Processing From
Nova minicomputer could turn to the counterpart microcomputer that uses existing software to create a lower-cost system. Conceivably, an electronics company could introduce a micro-based data logger that would handle two or three input lines with each operating at a data rate of 10 samples per second to fill out a mini-based system having other program development software as well, and these are the act and, relatively quickly, begin to produce useful programs and other work on the micro. Such an advantage, however, will narrow as the semiconductor vendors develop their software and build up a trained work force.

Having made a case for the family micro, I quickly add that not every software package offered by Data General or Digital Equipment Corp. qualifies for a Good Housekeeping seal, and bad mini programs will not improve when used on a micro. Moreover, a micro with its limited memory and limited I/O typically uses but a small percentage of the substantial software libraries developed by the mini-makers. That's because most packages are application oriented, geared to systems having large memories and specific minicomputer configurations. Even general purpose programs, such as device-to-device utilities, are often designed to run under specific operating systems that are not available on the microprocessor.

THE DRAWBACKS

Family micros have still other drawbacks. Typically, the devices are slower than some stand-alone counterparts. The MicroNova CPU chip, for example, takes 2.4 microseconds to add two, 16-bit words, and this compares to Intel's 8080A-1 chip that takes 1.33 microseconds to add two 8-bit bytes. The MicroNova chip also is more expensive. It sells for $225 in a single quantity and $114 in 100-lot quantities compared to the 8080A-1's price of $78 for one unit and $40 in 100-lot quantities.

In the final analysis, a family micro gives a clear benefit when:

- a product that already employs a family minicomputer is to be scaled down to incorporate a microprocessor.
- a product will number about 50 or less.

We have already shown that software compatibility is obviously desirable in a network application, though cost and performance considerations should still take priority. And as for the low production-run system, the cost of software, which often outstrips hardware and fabrication costs, is a significant proportion of total cost. In this case, the designer should also give a high priority to the thoroughly developed software products available on the family microprocessor.

WHERE COMPATIBILITY IS RULED OUT

And finally, compatibility as a factor can be ruled out entirely whenever a computer-based system is to be mass produced, as in an automobile application. In such mass production, hardware and fabrication costs dominate, not software, so a user is justified to choose the micro that achieves the best throughput, lowest cost, or other overriding criterion. Moreover, some day, soon, compatibility as a factor — the upward, downward, sideways, or upside down — will vanish as a selection criterion as all vendors improve their micro software across-the-board.

FREE

The New Minicomputer Accessories

FALL CATALOG

The 24-page Minicomputer Accessories Catalog is jammed with 210 standard (but hard to find) products—disk cartridges, I/O cables and connectors, racks, cabinets, printout binders and a lot more.

MCA's same day shipment program can have urgently needed products in your hands within 48 hours. And MCA backs its products with a "no-nonsense" guarantee. You're assured of quality, speed and economy from MCA.

Call (415) 969-5678 or write for your free Fall MCA Catalog.

Name __________________ 
Title __________________ 
Company __________________ 
Address __________________ 
City -- State -- Zip __________
Type of minicomputer: Manufacturer Model __________

Mail to: MCA MINICOMPUTER ACCESSORIES
1015 Corporation Way, P.O. Box 10056-M, Palo Alto, CA 94303

CIRCLE NO. 42 ON INQUIRY CARD
Simplicity
The ultimate in sophistication.

The Sphere System 540

Most computer systems are enormously complicated and expensive. The Sphere System 540 is the exception! Sphere micro-technology has produced an uncompromising computer system at a truly affordable price.

The key to the Sphere System 540 is design innovation. Sphere has simplified the circuitry throughout the entire system. Size and complexity have been reduced, while flexibility improved.

The Sphere System 540 features a full ASCII keyboard plus numeric keypad and cursor control keys . . . a video screen with a 2,000 character display. The system is complete with a Dual Floppy Disc and Operating System, a high level language and 80 character per line printer.

By incorporating the latest in technology every phase of the Sphere System 540 is an uncomplicated as the state-of-the-art will permit. This simplicity of design means ease of operation and trouble-free performance.

All For Less Than $12,000

Write for information
940 North 400 East
North Salt Lake, Utah 84054 • (801) 292-8466

CIRCLE NO. 43 ON INQUIRY CARD
Integrating microprocessors into an existing minicomputer system is a sticky job. If the mini, however, is one manufactured by a vendor that also produces a software compatible microcomputer, then the job becomes more manageable when the systems integrator chooses that micro as well.

The functional difference between a minicomputer and microcomputer tends to blur because they both perform similar jobs. The micro, however, can be economically justified where a minicomputer would result in processing overkill. And equally important, programming of a microcomputer is quite different from that of a minicomputer. The microcomputer, bound by its microprocessor, generally has to be programmed at the assembly level when used in limited-scope systems, such as a simple factory inspection system. And programming at the assembly level calls for many extra detail steps so that cost savings realized on hardware may be lost on software. This is particularly true where a short word-length microprocessor requires a large number of executions to perform specific functions.

Programming microprocessors becomes even more sticky when they are to be integrated into a network hierarchy — an arrangement in which one or more microprocessor systems communicates with a minicomputer or other big machines. Under such circumstances, the developer must then be familiar with the assembly language of the microprocessor and also with the programming used in the other computer. And if there is a great diversity between the two language forms, the difficulties in developing and debugging application programs are compounded.

WHY THE PROBLEM

The problem of linking a micro to a mini in a network arises because the organizational structure of many microprocessors vary from that of the typical minicomputer. Most minicomputers are standardized on 12- or 16-bit word lengths, but many microprocessors have incompatible 8-bit and even 4-bit word lengths. One way to minimize such programming incompatibility is to develop a microprocessor with effectively the same instruction set — and hence, assembly language — as an existing minicomputer line, and some minicomputer vendors, including Digital Equipment Corp., have created just such a family of small computers.

Besides software compatibility, family-type microcomputers can also use standard minicomputer hardware interfaces. One way to minimize such programming incompatibility is to develop a microprocessor with effectively the same instruction set — and hence, assembly language — as an existing minicomputer line, and some minicomputer vendors, including Digital Equipment Corp., have created just such a family of small computers.

HOW THE LSI-11 DIFFERS FROM THE PDP-11

Physically, the LSI-11 is organized around a basic set of four chips, rather than around one chip, to reduce the complexity of design and fabrication. Organizationally, the LSI-11 has microprocessor features, but performance and functional sacrifices obviously have to be made to achieve the small size. One key difference is that the LSI-11 does not have the normal unibus structure used in the PDP-11. Instead, it uses a narrow bus which, however, is sufficient for the microcomputer's more limited applications, and the signals carried by the bus are time-multiplexed to reduce the number of channels that otherwise would overcrowd the narrower path.

One way to minimize such programming incompatibility is to develop a microprocessor with effectively the same instruction set — and hence, assembly language — as an existing minicomputer line.
faces because operationally they “look like” the counterpart mini. And all of this results in a big gain: The family micro can be integrated more easily into systems that already use the same vendor’s minicomputer.

A TYPICAL APPLICATION

A major midwest photo finishing laboratory applied this principle just recently when it employed LSI-11 microcomputers as controllers on a photography developing and printing system that already incorporated the PDP-11/35 minicomputer. The new photo finishing system can run 25 printers simultaneously, a feat that was impossible with just one central processor. This is because data, such as the brightness of a light source, can now be handled by the microprocessor at the local level and this unburdens the central processor. Because such data handling can be transferred “down line,” functions that were previously impossible to incorporate, such as automatic focusing, now become very straightforward to engineer into the system.

The family micro can be integrated more easily into systems that already use the same vendor’s minicomputer.

In the new system, the one LSI-11 unit in the printer remains in communication with the central PDP-11/35 where work order instructions are stored. Thus, as a negative enters the system to be printed, the computer checks an order file to determine exposure and other specifications, and the local LSI-11 adjusts the equipment to produce the conditions specified, and then it automatically triggers a print cycle.

WHERE COST IS CUT

The original computer-based photo finishing system was not nearly as sophisticated. True, it used a PDP-11/35 as the central element, but all of the controllers to run the different photo printers in the system were special-purpose, hard-wired devices with each requiring a different electronic assembly. Now, one basic controller based on the LSI-11 micro employs programming to handle all variations, and the quantity production of the basic hardware has cut the system’s cost significantly. The photo lab gained yet another advantage by turning to a compatible microcomputer. It could begin to work on software development while still waiting delivery of the first LSI-11 microcomputer.

This photo finishing application shows that systems development in an hierarchical network becomes very much easier when a microcomputer shares the same programming techniques as that of a larger computer. Independent microcomputers, on the other hand, are limited by the unique language they use, and systems integrators must resort to large, inefficient programs to integrate the devices into an existing computer installation or system.

All of this capability to add intelligence to existing products has important industrial implications. Such intelligent devices permit systems developers either to expand existing computer-controlled capabilities or to develop individual instruments that have a common “intelligence box” that can be readily integrated into an hierarchical system. Either approach permits a systems designer to develop a more effective and lower cost hierarchy than can be achieved were he to choose a minicomputer network alone or to mix micros with non-compatible minis.
Minicomputers and miniperipherals have fundamentally altered the data logging business, and MINI-MICRO SYSTEMS explained how in a "Data Acquisition and Logging" Technology Profile in September 1975 issue (when the magazine was then called Modern Data). At that time engineers were beginning to incorporate microprocessors into data logging instruments, though merely as components to replace wired logic. But the latest designs use microprocessors to replace minicomputers and even larger machines to perform online control and analyses. The trend is now in a stage of late infancy, and the in-depth reviews given below on some pioneering products indicate the new technological direction under way in the dynamic field.

Systems designers and engineers from a cross section of companies and backgrounds— instrumentation, minicomputers, special systems—are moving both their companies and products along lines that exploit the new business climate created by the microcomputer. The individual profiles—which follow a short summary of where DA stood last year— deal only with standard, off-the-shelf data acquisition and logging products now on the market. Companies that specialize in custom DA systems, like those commonly used in aerospace, are not included.

DATA ACQUISITION VENDORS

**ADAC CORP.**

Adac specializes in data acquisition front ends to be used on Digital Equipment Corp. PDP-8s, PDP-11s, and LSI-11s and Data General Novas and Eclipses. The systems, which use PC boards that fit into a host minicomputer or an extension box, digitize to 12 bits. The A/D throughput is 35 kilohertz. Prices range between $900 and $2000 on typical systems.

**ACUREX AUTODATA**

(formerly Vidar Autodata Inc.)

The Autodata-9, a new generation microprocessor-controlled data acquisition system, offers up to 1000 input channels and a scan rate at 24 channels per second. Replaceable PROM memories are used to linearize and scale the analog signals. Options include Printers, a CRT console, conventional magnetic tape, paper tape, cassette tape, calculators. The system can also be linked to a computer or terminal by means of a modem. The Autodata-9 can serve either as a stand-alone unit or as a front end to a computer-controlled, real time data acquisition system. And it accepts inputs from every popular type of sensor used in conventional data acquisition applications, such as process monitoring, environmental testing, meterology, and laboratory R&D.

**BLH ELECTRONICS**

BLH manufactures a multichannel scanning system for strain gauges, temperature sensors, and other transducers or sensors that generate a DC voltage. The system employs a Data General Nova-1210 4K computer, Teletype console, and twin cassette tapes. It accommodates up to 500 input channels and scans 10 channels per second. An operator interacts with the computer console only, and never has to fool with software which is integral to the system.
Deep in California lies Disk City, a rapidly-growing metropolis offering the world's most complete selection of rigid and floppy disk systems. The streets are computers and the avenues plug-compatible disk controllers. Cost-effective disk systems appear at no less than sixty-six locations. These systems range in size from the tiny hard-sectored AED 2500 floppy to the AED 8000 skyscraper, which fully emulates RP11-C/RP03 or 4231/4231A. Middle range units include the soft-sectored floppies: IBM-compatible 3100's and double-density 6200's, and the RK-11/RK-05 compatible 2200 Cartridge Disk System. So come to Disk City — it may be the best move for you and your data.

Welcome to Disk City

Population: Sixty-six systems and still growing
Burr-Brown is one of the first companies to offer analog peripherals to be used on the popular selling microcomputers—Motorola's Exorcisor, M-6800, and the Intel Intellec MDS 800 SBC 80/10, and Intel Intellec 8. These systems, whose analog input and output interfaces are electrically and mechanically compatible with microcomputers, plug directly into the small computers, connecting directly to the bus. The analog cards in turn connect to Burr-Brown's modular data acquisition systems, which include multiplexor and 12-bit A/D. The microcomputer treats and addresses each analog system as memory. Prices on all standard 16-channel models is $695 per board in small quantities, to $295 for an OEM version in 100-lot quantities.

Computer Products markets an analog input as a front end data acquisition system to operate under computer control, especially a minicomputer. The company also manufactures input-output expanders and other peripheral controllers to be used on computers. The analog input system which uses dry reed switches or mercury relays, has a sampling rate at 200 channel per second, digitizes to 13-bit resolution, and accommodates up to 512 input channels. Another model, a low level analog input system having 12-bit resolution, samples up to 8000 channels per second and has a capacity of 64 channels. And a high end analog input system has 128 channel capacity, a 20,000 channel per second scan rate, and 13, 14, or 15 bit conversion accuracy. Systems begin at around $2000.

Consolidated Controls Corp.

Consolidated Controls has a line of digital indicators having plug-in parameter boards for a variety of transducers; this month, though, the company is introducing a microproces-

Data General's Access Manager Package

12 bit resolution, and a 50 Khz conversion speed. It offers both digital and analog capability and can be dual-ported to a second Data General computer. Data General's Sensor Access Manager package provides software support.

Data Translation, Inc.

Data Translation, starting as a producer of A/D and data acquisition modules, has moved into minicomputer and microcomputer compatible data acquisition systems. The company's basic product is a 12 bit, 16 channel OEM module which sells for $175 in 100-lot quantities. The
company also announced recently a single board system to be used with the Intel SBC 80/10 and the National Semiconductor IMP and Pace microcomputer series. The Intel version, priced at $795 in 100-lot quantities, makes possible a complete analog input-output computer system priced at only $1100. The National Semiconductor versions, at 16 channels, expandable to 64 channels, sell for $1195.

DATUM, INC.

Datum's System-70, a modular large-scale, data acquisition, data reduction, and automatic control system, is built around Data General and Digital Equipment Corp. minicomputers and a full complement of peripherals and software. The company also markets an analog input subsystem as a separate module to engineers who want to implement their own systems. The module, which interfaces directly to a minicomputer through the DMA port, contains up to 2016 input channels with 12 bit resolution and 20,000 samples per second. Diagnostic software is included.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.

Digital provides the AR-11 analog real time system as a plug in card to be used on the PDP-11. Each card contains a 16-channel multiplexor, and 10 bit A/D and D/A converters. Digital also markets an industrial control subsystem that interfaces plant signals, actuators, and sensors to the PDP-8 or PDP-11. A remote version, which can be located up to one mile from the processor, handles up to 256 digital or analog inputs and up to twelve units can be interfaced to one computer. Data are transmitted at one megabit per second, limited by the coax connections.

DORIC SCIENTIFIC
Division of Emerson Electric Co.

Doric's new Digitrend 240, a microprocessor-controlled, programmable process monitor, accommodates up to 1000 sensors and operates by monitoring exceptions. It includes an integral listing printer and an optional CRT-keyboard terminal. This system is one of the first of a new breed of microprocessor-controlled conventional data logging instruments, and is not a data acquisition system for computer input.

ECTRON CORP.

Ectron provides an amplifier-per-channel data acquisition system having a general purpose digital interface and 14-bit digitizing resolution. Useful system configurations begin above $5000.
ELECTRONIC MODULES CORP.

EMC started as a manufacturer of digital modules, went through a phase of producing custom control systems, and now markets a high-grade data acquisition system, called dataSpan 1000. The systems handle problems ranging up to several thousand data points. A smaller system, Mite-e-Mux, covers 500 data points at a distance of up to four miles. EMC DA systems are minicomputer-based, and the company markets them to specialized industries, such as petrochemical and power generation, and installs the systems on a turnkey basis.

ESTERLINE ANGUS INSTRUMENT CORP.

Esterline Angus, one of the oldest data logging manufacturers, has introduced a fully packaged microprocessor-controlled data acquisition system which has unusual flexibility in applications because it uses RAM, ROM and PROM memories. The system which is programmed via a front panel keyboard accommodates up to 248 channels and has an integral listing printer and numeric display. It scans up to 25 channels per second, and provides formatted digital output for magnetic recording or computer processing. Options include paper tape, magnetic tape (cartridge or conventional), teletypewriter terminal, and data communications interfaces. ROMS, programmed at the factory, allow the user to specify arithmetic functions, gain, scan, and other parameters that are then selected by push button from the front panel.

GOULD, INC.

Gould, another old line data logging company (previously Brush Instruments Co.), markets the 6100 data logger to be used in mobile, marine, airborne, and other severe field environments. The 6100 scans up to 16 analog and digital inputs with 12-bit resolution and a rate at up to 200 points per!second. Data, recorded on 3M cartridge tape, can also be routed to a minicomputer, programmable calculator, Teletype, and CRT.
INTRODUCING AN INNOVATION IN DISC CONTROLLER DESIGN

DIVA'S COMPUTROLLER V

Perhaps you don't realize that you have an alternative to expensive disc storage capability with no software changes.

Introducing DIVA's COMPUTROLLER V, a new addition to DIVA's intelligent line of disc controller systems.

The genius of this design provides you with the following benefits:

- Microprocessor Technology
- Total Software Transparency
- Full Error Correction—Completely Self-Contained
- Built-In Self-Testing Diagnostics
- Expandable 240 Word FIFO Buffer
- Interfaces to DEC, DG, and Interdata Minicomputers
- Dual Processor Support

- Compatible with all Ampex, CDC, Calcomp and ISS Drives
- Cost Effective Mass Memory Storage (5 m/bytes to 300 m/bytes per spindle)
- Eight Spindles per Computroller

DIVA for mass storage . . . "The original mini-maximizer"

For complete technical specifications and pricing information—call or write us today—
DIVA INC., 607 Industrial Way West, Eatontown, N.J. 07724 (201) 544-9000;
Los Angeles (213) 991-0321; Chicago (312) 956-0668; Phoenix (602) 991-4141; Boston (617) 275-1436; Washington D.C. (703) 435-1299; New York/New Jersey (201) 542-8093.
NON-LINEAR SYSTEMS, INC.

Non-Linear markets the S-9 acquisition and control system. This is a fully integrated, general-purpose computerized system, which starts at around $25,000 installed, including personnel training. It accommodates up to 600 mixed analog and digital inputs, and the processor, a Nova-1200, can be expanded to 16K words. The company uses its own Basic-III software.

PROCESS COMPUTER SYSTEMS

PCS makes microcomputers and microcomputer-based systems, including peripherals and software that are fully packaged and contain keyboard and display. The SuperPac 180 begins at under $1000 in quantities of 50, and the rack mountable MicroPac 180 is priced at $695 in the same quantity. A single-board microcomputer is $300. All systems are geared to data acquisition and industrial control applications, but the OEM user must add the input-output capability and control software.

THIOKOL CORP.

Thiokol is heavily into both remote data stations and the telemetry links that communicate data from remote stations to central locations. Each remote data station, which is ROM and microprocessor-controlled, with up to 32K bytes of memory, accepts up to 16, 32-bit digital inputs and 64 channels of analog input which are digitized with 10 bit accuracy. A station includes self-test facilities and operating software, and one central computer can control up to 100 remote units that can operate at temperatures that range from -22 to 100 degrees F, 15,000 ft. altitudes, and 0 to 98 percent humidity. Optional accessories include thermoelectric generators and banks of solar cells. The price of a station begins at $4000.

TRANSMATION, INC.

Transmation markets two minicomputer-based data acquisition and control systems that accommodate up to 3200 data points and that are scanned at rates that vary from once each two seconds to once each hour. Transmation offers a complete range of system modules, including analog amplifiers, strip printers, console panels, remote stations, CRT-keyboard, floppy disk, and chart recorders. The PDP-11 minicomputer has 28K maximum words of core. Transmation commonly installs all systems on a turnkey basis.

WEATHER MEASURE CORP.

Weather Measure markets every geological instrumentation and accessory known to man, including individual data acquisition and logging equipment, chart recorders that use paper or magnetic tape, and a complete programmable data acquisition system. The M732 system, controlled by an integral microcomputer that has RAM and PROM programming, has an 88 channel capacity that is scanned at a maximum rate of 20 per second under program control. The packaged unit has digital displays, and is available with conventional magnetic tape output, paper tape, teletype-writer or printer. The factory customizes user requirements via PROM programming. Prices range between $7000 and $15,000.

REFERENCE LITERATURE

For further information on the systems, use the reader inquiry numbers listed below.
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WE'LL READ, TYPE, RECORD, PRINT, PUNCH, SPOOL AND REPRODUCE FOR JUST ABOUT ANYBODY.

We believe everybody has the right to choose the best computer system to fit specific business needs.
That's why we make the best peripheral equipment for just about any configuration.
And that's why behind that claim we've put over 100 years of experience in precision engineering and gaining electronic capabilities to meet the demands of almost any system.
So, today, we have the equipment for whatever media is best for you.

PRINTERS
We have a whole group of matrix printers to pick from, in various speed ranges and all with superb accuracy and neatness.
For instance, there's our new 4540 matrix, with a revolutionary printing head, high speed printing, and economical cost.

PAPER TAPE
If paper tape meets your needs, we've got high quality readers, spoolers, or punches for your choosing.
Take our Facit 4020 Paper Tape Reader or Facit 4070 Tape Punch, for example. They're already seen with some of the best computers in the world.

FLEXIBLE DISKS
And, if you're looking for flexible disk drive, we can work together, too.

Our single floppy disks are expertly designed for easy installation, safe disk handling, and one of the fastest access times around.
Even better, our dual floppy disks give you all the same precision and accuracy, plus twice the data capacity of the single machine for only a fraction more investment.
And the special box-in-a-box construction, with its ability to reduce the problems created by heat and increase reliability, is something you won't find in any other flexible disk drive.
So, whatever Facit peripheral you choose for your needs, you've selected our choice piece. Because they're all made to work hard, work long, and require a minimum amount of maintenance.
In fact, we honestly feel that no other OEM manufacturer offers a better performance to price ratio. It's just part of the Facit belief that all our equipment should make work easier and more efficient for everybody.
If you'd like more information about our equal opportunities in peripheral equipment, send us the coupon below. We think you'll find Facit has the right idea about all your business needs.
Testing brakes, transmissions, axles or other dynamic components adds considerably to the cost of marketing such vehicle components. So test engineers at Eaton Corp.'s Engineering and Research Center in Southfield, MI, fighting to cut such costs, have turned to a powerful minicomputer data acquisition and processing system to slash the time spent on testing while simultaneously increasing test effectiveness.

The computer, a Hewlett-Packard 9601E measurement and control system, runs several tests at once, administers tests unattended, and processes test data in real time. Says Gopal Singh, a principal engineer at the test center, "The system has helped to accelerate the time that it takes to do life-testing from years or months to weeks — the benefits pay for the cost."

**WHAT EATON TESTS**

The Eaton center performs two basic types of tests. Static structural tests are the most straightforward. A component is loaded into a test cell, and the computer monitors up to 16 channels of stress and strain data, and it also does preliminary data reduction. Endurance or fatigue testing on brake systems and axles, on the other hand, requires both the test system and the computer to operate unattended for hundreds of hours to simulate a vehicle's "lifetime." In such fatigue tests, the computer calibrates both measuring...
devices and sensors and scans temperature, pressure, and other readings to determine if they are within preset values. Should they be out of range, the computer then makes an adjustment automatically or sounds a warning to technicians.

Furthermore, plans are under way to use the computer in even more sophisticated ways—to generate fatigue profiles, synchronize multiple channels, and monitor crack formation and propagation on truck axles and other major components. To do this, the computer will simulate the conditions that ensue as different parameter values are applied, and then it will order the most appropriate tests to be carried out. In essence, "the computer will learn from experience," Singh says.

THE TEST SET-UP

The Eaton test set-up consists almost entirely of Hewlett-Packard equipment, including a model 2100 minicomputer having 32K core memory; an analog-to-digital converter; a disk memory subsystem having a 5 megabyte capacity; an integrating digital voltmeter; a digital I/O; magnetic tape unit; and various input/output units. It also uses an advanced, disk-based real time executive software operating system to permit multiprogramming and simultaneous use of the system by different users on different tasks. RTE permits real-time operation so that measurements taken by the computer can be used to control subsequent operations.

HOW TESTING IS CONDUCTED

Because most vehicle subsystems fail as the result of fatigue, the endurance tests get the biggest workout at the Eaton center. After engineers design a new truck axle or other vehicle component to be manufactured by Eaton, other engineers devise realistic ways to test the unit. As a classic approach, the test engineers heavily instrument a prototype part with strain gauges, temperature sensors, and other measurement devices and then mount the setup in a vehicle for testing on highways, gravel roads, jounce ditches, potholes, body twisters, obstacles, and skid stops. The road testing lasts about 20 hours, and the data is recorded by means of a mobile test laboratory that accompanies the test vehicle. The lab contains transducers, signal conditioners, transmitters, and receivers, and other instrumentation that record axle loads, strains, and so on in analog form on magnetic tapes.

Later, at Eaton's data reduction section, the punched tape is converted on magnetic tape to a digital format. Typically, an analog-to-digital signal converter that runs at four times the rate at which the data were originally collected takes 2-1/2 hours to digitize ten hours of road testing.

ENTER THE COMPUTER

The computer massages the raw field data, now in a digital form. It rearranges, processes, calibrates, linearizes, catalogs, and analyzes the data to yield so-called fatigue profiles. Design engineers use these to conduct further laboratory tests. Each fatigue profile describes either an axial, horizontal, or torsional plane of loading, though additional computer processing can synchronize the separate profiles or combine them into a single one. Next, the computer duplicates the profiles on mylar punch tapes, and these are used...
announcing
1976 minicomputer–microprocessor market survey

The results of the fifth annual market survey among buyers of minicomputers, microprocessors and miniperipherals are now available in a special 80-page report.

The report features over 60 cross tabulations showing share-of-market statistics for all major vendors of minicomputers, microprocessors, microcomputers and miniperipherals.

The survey participants reported having 39,000 minis in place as of January 1, 1976 — accounting for nearly 30% of the total installed base of minicomputers in North America.

The survey respondents took delivery on more than 21,000 minicomputers in 1975 at a reported value of $536 million. The respondents’ purchase plans for 1976 include 28,000 minis at a total value of $733 million.

microprocessors
Nearly one-half of the 5,700 sites represented among the survey replies reported having an active interest in microprocessors.

The respondents reported plans to buy 362,000 microprocessors in 1976 and another 576,000 (up 59%) in 1977. The microprocessor vendors being considered, the distribution by application and word length, and the factors considered most important by prospective buyers of micros when choosing a vendor are tabulated and analyzed in this year’s survey report.

miniperipherals
The survey participants reported plans to buy an unprecedented quantity and assortment of peripherals in 1976 for interconnection with their minis and micros. Here is a partial list.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Peripheral</th>
<th>Qty to be Purchased By Survey Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRT Terminals</td>
<td>45,558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mag Tape Transports</td>
<td>10,276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floppy Disk Drives</td>
<td>9,909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk/Cartridge Drives</td>
<td>13,285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line/Serial Printers</td>
<td>12,357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleprinters</td>
<td>18,466</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

to order
To purchase a copy of the 1976 survey report, fill in the coupon and clip it to your letterhead or company purchase order. No telephone orders accepted.

MODERN DATA SERVICES, INC.
5 Kane Industrial Drive/Hudson, MA 01749
Please enter my order for one copy of the 1976 Minicomputer-Microprocessor Market Survey at $295 per copy including U.S. postage.

☐ Payment enclosed ☐ Bill me Purchase Order Number ____________________________

Name ____________________________
Company ____________________________
Street ____________________________
City_________________________ State _______ Zip ____________
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to control the hydraulic cylinders that create the laboratory test loads.

Once the tests are underway, the computer electro-hydraulic loading cylinders, and other instrumentation run unattended, often for the duration of a component's "life-time" plus a safety margin—all while supervised by the programmed computer. The computer continuously measures parameter values to compare them with preprogrammed limits, and should the conditions warrant, it shuts down the test automatically.

The programming also includes steps to handle an aborted test. Should the computer stop a turbine engine due to excessive temperatures, for example, it may restart the test after the engine cools. The program typically calls for a limit of five test restarts before it shuts down the system permanently, though some parameters that go out of whack, because they are not critical, do not cause the system to shut off.

ADVANTAGES OF TIME COMPRESSION

The raw field data that goes into the fatigue profile, although collected over a short period, do make an excellent sample of the loadings that the axle is likely to undergo when in actual use. Moreover, most loadings on the axle are non-damaging, such as freeway cruising, and by extracting such data, the duration of truly damaging loads can be calculated. Twenty hours of field operation, it turns out, includes only about one hour of damaging loads under real operating conditions, according to Eaton's Singh.

Eaton's engineers accelerate life testing by using just such a time compression technique. Thus an axle on an industrial lift-truck, having a life expectancy of 2000 cycles when run on a military standard track, can be tested in the laboratory in less than 50 hours. The computer speeds fatigue testing in other ways, too. Data reduction takes less time than under previous systems by an order of magnitude! What used to take 10 months now takes only one month, and the attendant cost reduction is one-half to one-third.

SMART TEST SYSTEMS TO FOLLOW

Singh plans still more complex testing, especially to have the computer go through a "learning" process. It will work this way. When testing a steering system, for example, a fast left turn requires a certain valve opening. The computer will try different openings and eliminate those that do not give the best turning radius. And having "learned" from the experience, it will not retest such rejected valve openings. Singh also plans to use the computer to develop a tape of design options, just as an engineer would do. But the computer, of course, is much quicker at this job. The same technique can be applied to other vehicle functions as well. In essence, Singh says, "the computer performs the tedious tasks, executes the tests accurately and efficiently, and enables us to better simulate real-life conditions."

---

IF YOU HAVE A "NEED TO KNOW" ABOUT COMPUTER SECURITY
SEE THE AD ON PAGE 48.
MINICOMPUTERS

Save yourself and your company time and money.
If your job is to purchase, use, compare or recommend general purpose minicomputers, this one-volume, non-updated, looseleaf buyer's guide is just what you need. Over 400 pages of up-to-date, fact-filled, totally objective information on the leading and most currently marketed general purpose minicomputers.

In-depth reports on the most important models...hundreds covered in specification charts.

Special section on microprocessors and a complete directory of the leading EDP vendor companies.

BUSINESS MINICOMPUTER SYSTEMS

This non-updated looseleaf buyers' guide, containing over 400 pages, analyzes the most important business minicomputer systems - both U.S. and selected European - marketed in the U.S.

Authoritative and dependable guidelines provided on the system's basic function...price...configuration...compatibility, performance and competitive advantages.

Includes search charts for easy comparisons, a basic overview on business minicomputer systems and a directory of the leading EDP vendor companies.

There is no duplication between these two volumes

AUERBACH Publishers' information has been the most trusted in the computer field for over 20 years. We are the worldwide authority - on minicomputers and business minicomputer systems - for current and totally objective evaluation and selection information.

AUERBACH Publishers Inc.
6560 North Park Drive,
Pennsauken, N.J. 08109
609-662-2070 Telex 831 464
EDIT OPTION FOR LA36

DEC's microprocessor-based BSR option for the LA36 Decwriter II lets a user prepare, edit, update, and store messages for batch transmission at rates up to 300 baud. A store-and-forward capability minimizes communication line charges in both data processing and communication applications. With the option, editing functions can be performed faster than with magnetic or papertape. The power supply, control unit, ROM for instructions, and RAM for data storage are included in the one-board option. Single unit prices range from $495 for 4K RAM board to $998 for 16K RAM version. Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, MA. Circle No. 134 on Inquiry Card

OEM 19-INCH GRAPHICS DISPLAY

The 619 display monitor provides stored displays of combined alphanumeric and graphic information from analog sources and digital computers. The 19-inch bistable storage tube eliminates the need for memory devices to refresh the display and provides high information density with excellent resolution. Storage and refresh modes are both controllable by the OEM's computer. The 619 is plug-to-plug compatible with the Tektronix 4631 Hard Copy Unit. OEM price is $7125. Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, OR. Circle No. 139 on Inquiry Card

THREE-WAY CONTROLLER FOR INTEL

Keyboard, display, printer and calculator features are all contained in the one-board KDP/C controller designed for Intel's 8080-based SBC 80/10 or Intellec MDS. The on-board calculator performs four basic arithmetic functions. The display driver is compatible with a seven-segment, 12-digit plasma display. The user can enter data on the controller keyboard. And if printing is necessary, the controller interfaces with a Victor Comptometer matrix printer. Price is $295 in quantities of 100. Cybernetic Micro Systems, Palo Alto, CA. Circle No. 135 on Inquiry Card

NEW DISK CARTRIDGE

The Memorex Mark III-F front-loading disk cartridge incorporates a unique door and latch assembly that makes the cartridge more reliable because plastic flexing and distortion are eliminated. A redesigned interior allows greater clearance between the cartridge cover and disks. As a result, higher density disks may be used. The 2315-type cartridge provides up to 126 megabits of unformatted storage capacity. Memorex Corp., Santa Clara, CA. Circle No. 141 on Inquiry Card

POWER SUPPLY FOR ALTAIR 8800

Parasitic Engineering's constant voltage power supply kit for the Altair 8800 eliminates the effects of power line fluctuations. The power supply delivers full output (8 volts at 12 amps, ±16 volts at 1 amp) even when the line voltage is as low as 90 volts. A custom-wound ferro-resonant constant voltage (C-V) transformer replaces all three of the standard Altair 8800 power transformers. Price of the kit is $75, post-paid. Parasitic Engineering, Albany, CA. Circle No. 177 on Inquiry Card

A lot of companies offer plug-compatible disk storage systems for minicomputers.

Since 1970, we've provided over 2500 customers with a lot more than the plug.

Like total software support for most popular minicomputers, especially those from DEC and Data General. Like 30-day delivery ARO. Like field-proven reliability backed by millions of hours of operation. Like super-fast access to a wide range of storage options—from 2.5 million to 1 billion bytes per system.

When you're the best, it's hard to be humble. So, if it sounds like we're tooting our horn a bit hard, it's because we think you should know about the price/performance advantages our disk systems have over those offered by the minicomputer manufacturers.

System Industries
535 Del Rey Avenue
Sunnyvale CA 94086

For complete technical specifications and pricing information, write or telephone us today. We'll also be happy to discuss how our disk systems are maximizing the performance of minicomputers for a growing list of Fortune-500 customers. Like IBM, Univac, Dupont, 3M Company, Western Electric, Dow Chemical, Xerox, Westinghouse, Polaroid, Eastman Kodak, TRW, CBS, CDC, DEC ...

SALES/SERVICE OFFICES

"See us at the Mini/Micro Show—Booth 210"
CIRCLE NO. 56 ON INQUIRY CARD
TERMINAL FLOPPY
The TD-1 TermiDisk is a microprocessor-based floppy system for onsite or remote data terminals. File management and editing programs are resident on a single diskette although up to four diskettes are permitted. Communication with terminals and modems is with RS-232 or current-loop interfaces. Two ports are provided, each capable of communication with five, six, seven or eight-bit data at 50 to 19,200 baud. Base price is $2450. International Computer Products, Inc., Dallas, TX.
Circle No. 162 on Inquiry Card

MICROCOMPUTER ACCESSORY BOARD
E&L Instruments accessory board with 2K RAM, Teletype interface, PROM sockets and audio cassette interface plugs into the company’s MMD-1 microcomputer. Price of the assembled board is $200; $150 in kit form. E&L Instruments, Inc., Derby, CT.
Circle No. 185 on Inquiry Card

MOS FOR LSI-11
The Mastermind 8K and 16K-word modules have a 500-nanosecond access board is $200; $150 in kit form. Entry Systems, Inc., Seattle, WA.
Circle No. 155 on Inquiry Card

DATA ENTRY TERMINAL
The Datacorder is a self-contained accounting terminal using a microprocessor with 8K RAM, expandable to 12K. Data is entered via a full alphanumeric keyboard and calculator pad. Prompting messages and keyed input are displayed on a 32-character display. All data is stored on a Philips cassette. A journal tape printer is provided to give a printed audit trail of numeric quantities that are entered. Prices range from $3970 to $5875. International Entry Systems, Inc., Seattle, WA.
Circle No. 176 on Inquiry Card

PROM PROGRAMMERS
Texas Microsystems, Inc. (Houston, TX) has a PROM programming system for Intel's Intelc 8/Mod 80 development system. Included in the Model 2730 PROM programming system is software, documentation, two boards with ribbon connector, and programming tape to prepare interface that prints 4K for the conversion system. Price is $365.
Circle No. 157 on Inquiry Card

Prom Programmers, Inc. (Mountain View, CA) has two very small programmers (2-1/2x6x8 inches) for ultraviolet erasable PROMS. Each fits into a briefcase for use in the field. Front panel LEDs indicate the state of the address and data lines for both the master PROM and the copy. Two toggle switches set all the machines cycles. Price for programmer with read/write modify capability is $795, for copy only, it's $650.
Circle No. 158 on Inquiry Card

MULTIPLEXER FOR DG
This single-board multiplexer includes eight synchronous communication I/O channels, a line printer controller, and a real-time clock. Each channel is RS-232C compatible and will interface Data General minis to local terminals or data sets in half- or full-duplex operation. Eight different baud rates from 110 to 9600 are jumper-selectable. Single quantity price is $2995 with quantity discounts available. STC Systems, Inc., Maywood, NJ.
Circle No. 160 on Inquiry Card

PRINTERS
Japanese Matrix. Tokyo-based Juki Industrial Co., Ltd., produces a double-head Model 5703 matrix printer with an output of 75 lines per minute at 132 characters per line, and the single-head Model 5701, which prints 50 lines per minute. Base priced at $2400 and $1900, the printers use a 7x9" matrix print head, which has been successfully life tested to 150 million characters without failure. Juki Machinery Corp. of America, Costa Mesa, CA.
Circle No. 137 on Inquiry Card

VT71/t Desktop Display Terminal
2400-LPM. The interface signals of the 8210 electrostatic line printer have been arranged to allow easy interfacing with most microprocessor systems. The 80-column 2400-line per minute printer sells for $3000. A 153-col. version is also available for Intalat 1400 lpm. Houston Instrument, Austin, TX.
Circle No. 138 on Inquiry Card

SMART CARTRIDGE DRIVE
The 8080A-based 3M Data Cartridge Recorder uses a dual 128-character buffer for asynchronous communications via RS-232/TTY interfaces with data rates up to 9600 baud. A search mode enables any sequence of up to 32 alphanumeric characters of actual data to be used as an identifier. Price of a single track version is $171; $1995 for a four-track unit. Columbia Data Products, Inc., Baltimore, MD.
Circle No. 170 on Inquiry Card

DATA RECEIVER
The Telxon 650 Data Receiver accepts asynchronous data transmissions from Telxon’s line of portable data entry terminals. Connected to an IBM 029 key-punch, the receiver controls the punching of a four-digit sequence number on each card. A 12-character display panel provides a search look-up for previously received data. A 202C modem is included. Telxon Corp., Houston, TX.
Circle No. 183 on Inquiry Card

MICRO CARTRIDGE DRIVE
The Micro-Drive Model 101 uses the 3M DC100A data cartridge. Its small size (4-1/2x4x3 inches) and simple cartridge retaining mechanism make it suitable for microcomputers and data terminals. Read/write speed is 25 ips; rewind/search speed is 75 ips. Price in quantity of 100 is $470. Instrumentation Technology Corp., Northridge, California.
Circle No. 168 on Inquiry Card

µP-BASED EDITING TERMINAL
The VT71/t desktop display terminal for the printing and publishing industry is designed around DEC's LSI-11 microcomputer. It permits internal storage of up to 40,000 characters (160 newspaper column inches) of copy. In addition to the standard type writer keyboard, the VT71/t offers two, color-coded, 18-key keypads for text editing and copy dispatching, plus 16 memory keys at the top of the standard keyboard that enable the user to custom-design certain editing functions. The basic VT71/t, including the LSI-11 microcomputer with 12K words of memory, is priced at $7250. A full 28K memory unit costs $9750. Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, MA.
Circle No. 179 on Inquiry Card
\textbf{µP PARALLEL TO SERIAL INTERFACE}

The Model 840 standalone serial interface for four- or eight-bit microprocessor cards performs the parallel-to-serial conversion task in hardware rather than in software. By adding several of these cards, one microprocessor can communicate with multiple terminals or serial devices. The card uses three four-bit data paths to interface with any TTL compatible microprocessor input/output parts. It has both RS-232 and 20 mA teletype full duplex interfaces for serial data transmission. Price is $140 in quantity of 25. Data Works Instrumentation, Chatsworth, California.

Circle No: 178 on Inquiry Card

\textbf{3M CARTRIDGE MICRO INTERFACE}

Qantex 3M cartridge systems can now be interfaced to DEC LSI-11 and Altair 8800 microcomputers. The interface card is imbedded in the microcomputer to provide 22.3 to 180 megabits of storage. Price of the Altair interface is $415. North Atlantic Industries, Inc., Qantex Div., Plainview, NY.

Circle No. 187 on Inquiry Card

\textbf{GRAPHICS TERMINAL KIT}

This 9-1/2x13-inch PC board contains all the electronics necessary to display an array of cells 64 wide by 96 high on a standard video monitor or modified television set. The graphics terminal contains its own 6144-bit static memory and thus may be driven by any computer system having a TTL compatible eight-bit parallel interface. The unit is available in kit form only and is sold less power supply, chassis, and monitor for $98.50. Southwest Technical Products Corp., San Antonio, TX.

Circle No. 171 on Inquiry Card

\textbf{ARRAY PROCESSOR FOR HP2100}

Hewlett-Packard's 2100 Series computational capabilities can be greatly expanded with the MAP programmable array processor. All of the MAP's basic units - CSPU-executive controller, arithmetic processor, and I/O scrolls – operate independently of each other, and can take advantage of the three separate, internal high speed memories. The special SNAP II software, which interfaces to HP's RTE-3, provides a one-step procedure for initiating complex, real-time mathematical operations. One simple Fortran command instead of a sequence of steps allows the complete operation to be performed. Prices for MAP with hardware and software interfacing start at $8400.

CSP, Inc., Burlington, MA.

Circle No. 182 on Inquiry Card

\textbf{MICROCOMPUTER DEVELOPMENT}

The AMI 6800 Microcomputer Development Center can act as a system for microcomputer hardware and software design and development, as a general purpose data processing system, or as an intelligent communications terminal. It includes a special-purpose CRT and a dual-drive floppy. For hardware development, the system offers remote front panel and ROM simulator functions, a modular bus-oriented PC card cage supported by general purpose breadboard cards, extender cards, EPROM programming capability, and MDC self-testing firmware. Software development programs include FDOS-II disk operating and file management system, text editor, symbolic assembler, extensive debugger, trace program, self-test programs, and COM telecommunications package. Price with 16K bytes of memory is $10,500.

American Microsystems, Inc., Santa Clara, CA.

Circle No. 161 on Inquiry Card

---

**Waiting for a DEC floppy disk system?**

Try ours now, while you wait.

Our DSD 210 floppy disk system has more useful features than the DEC RX01 yet costs less.

To prove it, we have a demonstration plan which lets you use our system while you're waiting for DEC.

We won't tell you to cancel your DEC order. We suspect you'll come to that conclusion all by yourself.

For demonstration plan details contact Data Systems Design, Inc., 1122 University Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94702, telephone (415) 849-1102.

We don't have to sell our system; it sells itself. Here are a few reasons why.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>DEC RX01</th>
<th>DSD 210</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hardware compatibility</td>
<td>PDP-8,-11</td>
<td>PDP-8,-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSI-11</td>
<td>LSI-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software compatibility</td>
<td>All DEC operating systems</td>
<td>All DEC operating systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM 3740 Format</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write protect</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-testing microprocessor</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error alert lights</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Four</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field-proven Shugart drive</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price, single 2-drive unit</td>
<td>$4,095</td>
<td>$3,295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery</td>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Systems

CIRCLE NO. 58 ON INQUIRY CARD
D/A SYSTEM FOR LSI-11

Adac Corp.'s digital to analog system is compatible with DEC's LSI-11 and PDP-11/03. The Model 600-LSI-11D has one 5x8-1/2-inch PC board with bus interface, DC/DC power converter, scope control and either one, two, three or four 12-bit D/A converters. Price in single quantity for system with four D/A converters is $850. Adac Corp., Woburn, MA.

Circle No. 190 on Inquiry Card

BIG WINCHESTER

Control Data Corp. has an extra large Winchester-type drive with a 400-megabyte disk capacity. Each CDC 33801 disk storage unit consists of two drives, with one to four units configured in a single string. Up to four strings - 32 drives with a total capacity of 12.8 billion data bytes - can be attached to the universal CDC 38302 storage control unit. Prices for a 370-compatible unit start at $44,840. Control Data Corp., Minneapolis, MN.

Circle No. 164 on Inquiry Card

PROM BOARD

Microtec’s 8K/16K PROM board is plug-compatible with Intel's SBC 80/10, SDK-80 and the Intellec MDS-800. Either fusible link bipolar PROMs such as the 3604, or light erasable MOS PROMs, such as 8704s and 8708s, may be used. The masked ROM equivalents of these PROMs may also be used. Switches and jumpers allow the selection of PROM type and the base address of the board. Microtec, Sunnyvale, CA.

Circle No. 173 on Inquiry Card

DUAL-PORT CLUSTER CONTROLLER

The GDS 300 controller permits up to 16 terminals to be interfaced with either one or two computers, even when the computers are different models. It can accommodate any combination of CRTs, keyboards and can mix a video signal from an outside source with computer data to provide a combined display. Another feature is a very fast parallel interface at 1 megabyte per second as well as serial communications up to 9600 bps. Goodwood Data Systems, Ogdensburg, NY.

Circle No. 188 on Inquiry Card

The Astral 2000 Microcomputer Kit is shipped with power supply, cabinet, front panel components, motherboard (backplane), processor board and one 8K RAM board. The 6800-based processor operates in serial and in parallel. Both RS-232 and 20mA current loop interfaces are provided by a serial I/O socket on the processor board. The processor has a custom 2K monitor ROM and built-in provisions for “cycle-stealing” DMA. The 8K static RAM is expandable to 56K. Processor actions may be sequenced according to real-time using the three sets of dual seven-segment LED displays. The same set of displays may be used to output programs in hex for software debugging. Astral’s 8K Basic contains many unusual features such as a floating point package that lets the user choose the number of significant digits. A partially assembled Astral goes for $995; assembled, it’s $1250. A fully assembled Gemini-68 processor or 8K RAM board is $245. Astral Basic on mag tape or paper tape with documentation is $35. M & R Enterprises, Sunnyvale, CA.

Circle No. 142 on Inquiry Card

The GRC11/03-RSX Microcomputer System is based on Digital Equipment Corp.’s I1/03 CPU (LSI-11 in a box) and the RSX11 Real-Time Executive. For under $17,000, the package has a CPU with hardware multiply/divide, floating point, 20K-word RAM, Unibus port, 1960-character CRT, 75-lpm printer, dual floppy and the software. General Robotics Corp., Hartford, WI.

Circle No. 144 on Inquiry Card

The ICS Processor System is a desktop Intel 8080-based microcomputer. Two floppy drives, two communications channels and a 16K-byte RAM are standard. Intelligent Computer Systems, Mountain View, CA.

Circle No. 145 on Inquiry Card

The Pacer Desktop Microcomputer is based on National Semi's PACE or SC/MM microprocessor. Two four-digit displays and a 38-character keyboard let the user examine and modify register or memory location contents and perform decimal to hexadecimal conversion. Options include a TTY or RS-232 interface with line assembler, PROM programmer, prototyping board and extended memory board. Project Support Engineering, Sunnyvale, CA.

Circle No. 143 on Inquiry Card

Microcomputer with MOS Technology 6502. Etcetera from Electronic Tool Co. (Hawthorne, CA) features an eight-bit CPU, a 40-key keyboard, programmable eight-digit display, I/O interfaces, power supply, 1K RAM and 256-bytes EA-ROM. Software available includes a resident assembler, I/O handlers, diagnostics and other support tools.

Circle No. 127 on Inquiry Card

6800 Microprocessor Card for Altair. Learn the differences between the 8080A and the 6800 by adding a card to an Altair 8800. The MC 6800 from MRS (Hawthorne, CA) attains control by a software command. Software or a front panel stop switch can return control to the 8080A. Price for the completely assembled kit is $180.

Circle No. 126 on Inquiry Card

8800A/9080A System and Support Cards. The fully assembled system card from Microcomputer Associates, Inc. (Santa Clara, CA) includes an 8080A CPU, 1Kx8 static RAM, 2Kx8 PROM sockets, programmable peripheral interface, crystal clock and 24 bidirectional I/O lines. The 4.25x7-inch card is priced at $375 in single quantity. Its support card has a 8Kx8 PROM and 4Kx8 RAM for $595. A software support package has four preprogrammed PROMs with assembler, editor and monitor for $995.

Circle No. 125 on Inquiry Card

Altair 8800b with 8800A EPROM. This new Altair from MITS (Albuquerque, NM) has a completely redesigned front panel and new CPU in addition to the power supply and 18-slot mother board. The 8800A microprocessor has twice the instruction set of the 8080A with a 2-usec cycle time, can directly address 256 I/O devices and 65K of memory. Price is $840 in kit and $1100 assembled.

Circle No. 128 on Inquiry Card
RUGGED PRINTER
This 400-lpm matrix printer meets the requirements of MIL-E-16400 and NACSEM 5100. A unique dual format switch can change print formats from 80-column, 10 cpi to 132-column 17 cpi. Miltope Corp., Melville, NY.
Circle No. 148 on Inquiry Card

DUMB CRT KIT
Lear Siegler's dumb terminal (ADM-3) is available in kit form. The hobbyist can have a full 24-line, 12-inch screen capable of displaying 1920 uppercase characters for $875. The 64-character set used in the ADM-3 CRT is generated by a 5x7 dot matrix. The kit comes with a CRT assembly, which is pre-mounted in the cabinet, and a display electronics assembly with pre-mounted keyboard control and power supply. Price of ADM-3 assembled is $1280. Lear Siegler, Inc., Anaheim, CA.
Circle No. 132 on Inquiry Card

µP POWER SUPPLY
The SMP Series open-frame power supplies is compatible with the 6800, 8080, 9080, PACE, SC/MP and F8 microprocessor families. The multiple output units offer various combinations of 5, 9 and 12 vdc that directly interface with individual microprocessor operating levels. Single unit price is $69. Standard Power, Inc., Santa Ana, CA.
Circle No. 136 on Inquiry Card

TAPE MODULE TRANSPORT
EMM's new transport doesn't use a cartridge or cassette, but a tape module that encloses 300 feet of 1/4-inch tape and a four-track head. The Bulk Data Storage Unit (BDSU) stores 16.8 mega-bits using industry standard block recording, or up to twice that capacity with high density techniques. Developed for severe environments, the BDSU is available in single, dual and custom transport configurations. The transport assembly houses the drive motor and electronics, and accepts the fully interchangeable plug-in tape module. Production deliveries of the BDSU will start about April 1977 at an OEM-quantity price of $5000. Price of the tape module will be $595. Electronic Memories & Magnetics, Chatsworth, CA.
Circle No. 156 on Inquiry Card

ROM CONTROL STORE FOR HP 21MX
With the HP 13047A control store board, the HP 21MX user has 2048 words of microcode storage, which allow him to implement the full 4K-word microcode. The board uses chips that can be programmed with a prom writer. The HP 13047A mounts directly into the I/O section of any 21MX processor. Price is $450. Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, CA.
Circle No. 180 on Inquiry Card

TWO IN ONE CASSETTE
Into an aluminum suitcase, Qantex fits two 3M cartridge recorders, power supply, formatter and interconnecting cables. The Model 2710 has interfaces for DEC and DG minis, as well as the Intel 8080. Both recorders read and write at 1600 bpi, phase encoded. Price for dual recorder in single quantities is $3900; a single recorder version is $3100. North Atlantic Industries, Inc., Qantex, Plainview, NY.
Circle No. 159 on Inquiry Card

A GET ACQUAINTED OFFER
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SYSTEMS DESIGN AND DOCUMENTATION — An Introduction to the HYPO Method by Harry Katzan, Jr., Van Nostren Reinhold Co., New York. 151 pages plus index, $12.50.

Take a company organization chart. Erase the names, replacing the president’s name with the name of a system (e.g., Payroll). Put the names of the functions that comprise the system where the names of the vice presidents used to be. For example, “Update Master File with Employee Status Changes” instead of “Vice President, Marketing.” Replace “VP Administration and Finance” by “Capture Hours Worked.” And so on. If you wish, go to the next level, filling in the names of subfunctions (e.g., Validate Input Format, Print Edit Listing) within each function. Now give each box a number. You have just completed the hierarchical (the “H” in HYPO) function chart for system design. Are you excited? No? Well, wait a bit. There’s more.

Take a blank piece of 8-1/2 x 11-inch paper. Turn it sideways. Draw three vertical rectangles on the page, side-by-side, leaving about 1-1/2 inches between adjacent rectangles. Label the box on the left “Input,” call the middle box “Process,” and name the last box “Output.” Draw a detailed information flow diagram for one function in the system (e.g., “Update Master File with Employee Status Changes”) showing the various tasks comprising the functions, their inputs, and outputs. Connect the elements with lines and arrows. Be careful to leave inputs, outputs, and processes inside their respective large rectangles. Repeat the procedure for every other function in the system. If you wish, repeat the steps at the subfunction level. That’s “YPO” of HYPO.

The name is new, but the game is the same. HYPO gives the systems programmer no additional advantages, but does offer some disadvantages. HYPO works for simple cascaded series of functions. But HYPO’s constraints of putting all inputs on the left, all processes in the middle, and all outputs on the right can make a complex system seem worse than it is. To preserve the artificially imposed geometry, the designer winds up with an incomprehensible spider web of connecting lines. For complex systems, it is far better to arrange the process boxes on the page to minimize the crossing of lines as the Lord had originally intended. But if you’re hyped anyway, get Katzan’s book. In a few years, it’s bound to be a collector’s item — the last remaining shred of evidence that HYPO ever existed.

— Malcolm L. Stiefel

Malcolm L. Stiefel is a regular contributor to this magazine.
Look to Petrocelli/Charter, the Computer Science Professionals, for books covering every aspect of the field.

4. INFORMATION SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE
Borge Langefors and Bo Sundgren. This is the first volume on a data base design that provides an integrated treatment of information and data elements, system structuring for data transport reduction, and data base file structuring. All explanations are computer independent. Illus., 366 pp., 300-8, $19.95

5. BEST COMPUTER PAPERS—1975
Isaac L. Auerbach. A compendium of papers judged best among scores written in 1974. Twenty-three contributors represent a significant contribution to the state-of-the-art and to the growing literature on computer science. Illus., 257 pp., 319-9, $17.50

6. PROJECT MANAGEMENT IN DATA PROCESSING
Susan Wooldridge. A handbook dealing with non-technical problems all managers face in the day-to-day course of their supervisory responsibilities. Valuable coverage is given to methods of preventing high turnover of staff, missed deadlines, exceeded budgets, and friction in working with other departments. Illus., 160 pp., 327-X, $12.95

7. HOSPITAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES, VOL. I: ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS
Raymon D. Garrett. This is the first volume in a unique series designed for the professional who must apply his knowledge of data systems to the specific task of automating hospital functions. Illus., 288 pp., 326-1, $14.95

NEW
8. HOSPITAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES, VOL. II: MEDICAL SYSTEMS
Raymon D. Garrett. Discusses in detail two common medical applications: the clinical laboratory and electrocardiographic processing. Problems are treated from the EDP viewpoint, with enough of the medical technology explained to make the procedures meaningful. Illus., 326 pp., 338-5, $14.95

9. SYSTEMS AND MANAGEMENT ANNUAL—1975
C. West Churchman and Robert W. Webner. Satisfies the urgent need for an authoritative up-to-date sourcebook of the current directions that this field may take in the future. Illus., 620 pp., 318-0, $24.95

10. TOP-DOWN STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES
Clement L. McGowan and John R. Kelly. Addressed primarily to programmers. The first book to define structured programing—computer science's newest methodology—and set forth its application. "I would recommend that every programming organization obtain copies of this book and make it mandatory reading for anyone connected with computer activity."—Datamation. Illus., 288 pp., 304-0, $14.95

11. STRATEGIC PLANNING OF MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Paul Siegel. A basic guidebook for the executives, computer scientists and other system-oriented specialists planning a management information system. Illus., 320 pp., 279-6, $16.95

12. LINEAR OPTIMIZATION FOR MANAGEMENT
Sang M. Lee. The first book to provide an introductory, comprehensive and up-to-date treatment of linear optimization techniques for managerial decision-making. Includes: an up-to-date presentation of goal programming at the introductory level, applications derived from real-world problems, and an analysis of problems through the computer. Illus., 448 pp., 322-9, $14.95

13. THE DESIGN OF MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS, 2ND ED.
Don Q. Matthews. This newly revised edition of the best-selling Design of Management Information Systems brings management into contact with the computer system as the optimum tool for obtaining objectives through an efficient flow of information. Expanded to include such up-to-date topics as system concepts, security, privacy, and interactive systems. Illus., 221 pp., 320-2, $12.95

14. GERT MODELING AND SIMULATION: FUNDAMENTALS AND APPLICATIONS
Laurence J. Moore and Edward R. Clayton. The book examines the basic concepts of GERT modeling while presenting the necessary information for using the GERT-IIIZ simulation package and a description of the output provided by the program. Especially for the analysis of the stochastic (probabilistic) systems. Illus., 230 pp., 328-8, $14.95

15. RELIABLE SOFTWARE THROUGH COMPOSITE DESIGN
Glenford J. Myers. A set of design measures, strategies, and techniques for designing reliable software. Illus., 160 pp., 284-2, $11.95

From the 100 Best Books of 1974*...

16. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: THE HUMAN USE OF COMPUTERS
Harry Katzman, Jr. The computer as friend and ally... a top technocrat's look at the electronic marvel that is here to stay. Covers the impact of computers on people, basic computing concepts, and programming languages. 200 pp., 059-9, $12.95

17. SO YOU'RE GOING TO AUTOMATE
Jack Munyan. Invaluable primer for controllers, small businessmen, and accountants. Sets forth guidelines to be used when converting from a manual (semi-automated) accounting system to a fully automated accounting system. Points out potential problems and how to avoid them. Includes DO's and DON'Ts for converting six major accounting functions: accounts receivable, accounts payable, payroll, cost center analysis, inventory control, and general ledger. 271 pp., 317-2, $10.00

18. HOW TO USE POCKET CALCULATORS
Pierre R. Schwob. Provides fundamental methods of using a pocket calculator with four standard features (+, -, ÷, x), floating decimal point, automatic constant, and algebraic logic. The material is subdivided by approaches to particular types of problems: the solution of percentages; banking and financial problems; measurement conversions; probability and statistical calculations. Illus., 176 pp., 335'-0 $10.95

See inside back cover to order.
MECHANICAL DESIGN ON CYBERNET

A Mechanical Design Library developed by Cincinnati (OH)-based Structural Dynamics Research Corporation is available in interactive or batch mode on CDC's Cybernet. The 66 structural and mechanical engineering programs are grouped into five categories, including section analysis, frame analysis, rotating machinery analysis, system simulation and data analysis, and general purpose structural analysis. Control Data Corp., Minneapolis, MN.

Circle No. 214 on Inquiry Card

\$P DESIGN COURSES

Pro-Log’s three-day courses will teach hardware designers how to design and properly document microprocessor-based systems. The courses use several Pro-Log microprocessor systems to give each attendee hands-on experience with the widely used four-bit 4004 or eight-bit 8080 microprocessors. Courses will be held throughout the country through December. Price for tuition and materials is $300. Pro-Log Corp., Monterey, CA.

Circle No. 202 on Inquiry Card

DATAPoint COBOL

Datapoint Cobol is an implementation of ANSI-68 Cobol (Levels 1 and 2) with selected ANSI-74 features also included. Cobol programs compile on Datapoint’s 5548 Advanced Business Processor (48K user memory) with disk storage. Any 5500 processor can execute the programs. One-time charge is $2500 plus $20 per month for maintenance support and documentation. Datapoint Corp., San Antonio, TX.

Circle No. 203 on Inquiry Card

ANTI-FRAUD SERVICE

Software Review Corp. has a group of experienced programmers who read client software to detect fraud and determine program quality. Each programmer has a minimum of 10 years applications programming experience. Fees for the service can be on a daily consulting basis or a yearly retainer basis. Software Review Corp., York, PA.

Circle No. 215 on Inquiry Card

2260 EMULATOR

The Raytheon Remote Emulator System emulates IBM’s 2260 Display System on the company’s PTS-100 Intelligent terminal. A single cartridge disk drive stores the host-provided screen formats and transactions — all compatible with 2260 protocol. Raytheon Data Systems, Norwood, MA.

Circle No. 205 on Inquiry Card

VARIAN REMOTE JOB ENTRY

Varian’s TEN 04/RJE allows a Varian computer to functionally emulate a Univac 1004 remote job entry terminal. Using the TEN 04/RJE, the Varian computer can communicate with the Univac computer and perform local processing concurrently. Price is $2500.

Varian Data Machines, Irvine, CA.

Circle No. 211 on Inquiry Card

UTILITY PROGRAMS FOR INTEL

The ISIS utility programs augment the Intel MDS 800 ISIS DOS program development system capabilities. They perform memory loading, memory dumping, disk file listing and diagnostic-only program assembly functions. Program object code is delivered on an Intel MDS 800 ISIS DOS-compatible floppy with detailed usage instructions. Price is $35 per program plus a $30 diskette preparation charge. Tempress Microelectronics, Los Gatos, CA.

Circle No. 207 on Inquiry Card

STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING FOR DG

SFORT implements a superset of Fortran, allowing “GOTO-less” programming using statements like: IF, ELSE, ENDIF, DOFOR, DOWHILE, DOUNTIL, PROCEDURE, and PERFORM. Other statements control the program listing. The program runs on any Data General Nova or Eclipse computer under RDFS Rev. 3 and higher, in 20K of memory. Price is $975 for mag tape or perpetual lease. Hycorn, Inc., Irvine, CA.

Circle No. 206 on Inquiry Card

EASY RETRIEVAL

EASY (Exception Analysis System) is a data base retrieval system for Basic/Four computers. It’s not a language, since there aren’t any intricate grammatical formats, protocols, or procedures to be memorized. Instead instructions use words like COST, PROFIT and PRICE. Using the step-by-step procedure, the user only has to respond to a few questions in order to create a totally new report. Basic/Four Corp., Los Angeles, CA.

Circle No. 212 on Inquiry Card

INTERDATA FORTRAN VI

Interdata’s Fortran VI for its 32-bit Megamini is a superset of ANSI Standard X3.9-1966 with a full range of real-time extensions. It has powerful Debug facilities. Run-time options include Batch, which compiles programs in a batch environment; Test, which checks for subscript limits; and Trace, which allows variable tracing. Price is $500.

Interdata, Oceanport, NJ.

Circle No. 204 on Inquiry Card

\$P CROSS ASSSEMBLER

The MNNmc 1165 cross assembler for MOS Technology family of microcomputers runs under the DEC’s RT 11 operating system for the PDP-11. Written in Macro 11 assembler language, it requires less than 5K words for a minimum system. The cross assembler is similar to the Fortran-based cross assemblers developed by Compas and offered by MOS Technology. Price is $900. Computer Applications Corp., Ames, IA.

Circle No. 209 on Inquiry Card

SYSTEM/32 LAW

Law firms are the newest area for IBM’s System/32 applications. The Management System for Law Firms helps with client accounting and bill preparation. It prepares billing memos with detailed time and disbursement data necessary to prepare billings; missing time reports that identify unreported, possible overlooked, billable time; accounts receivable reports and variance reports showing law firm time investment compared to actual amount received. The Law Firm System is a companion to the recently introduced Word Processor/32. Initial charge is $2640 and monthly license charge is $120. International Business Machines Corp., Atlanta, GA.

Circle No. 201 on Inquiry Card

\$P COMPILER

A general purpose microprogramming language for four-bit slice microprocessors is accessible via Remote Computing Corp.’s nationwide toll free network. DAPL currently supports the AMD2900 and Fairchild 9400, and will soon support the Motorola 10800 and MMI 6700. The microprogrammer can select any of four levels of symbols. At Level 0, the microinstructions are formed by sequences of symbolic names, binary, octal, decimal, and hexadecimal numbers. At Level 3, the microprograms can be expressed in register transfer notation. Remote Computing Corp., Los Angeles, CA.

Circle No. 208 on Inquiry Card

DISPLAY PROGRAM GENERATOR

The TAPGEN program generator for display terminals produces a COBOL-CICS program, a TAPGEN listing, a COBOL-CICS listing, several documentation listings and all phases required for the screen maps. With the Terminal Applications Program Generator, users can also develop data gathering systems, inquiry systems and conversational systems. TAPGEN supports IBM 2260, 2741, 3270 and 3284 terminals. Perpetual license fee is $24,000. C-S Computer Systems, Inc., New York, NY.

Circle No. 213 on Inquiry Card
MINI SUPPLIES
Save money on disks, tape and printer ribbons and paper by buying from a media distributor. Twelve product sheets list media accessories for today's minicomputers. Associated Computer Products, Trumbull, CT.
Circle No. 258 on Inquiry Card

TAPE TRANSPORT OEM USERS MANUAL
Systems engineers can learn how to design and install an interface for Pertec's 48-vdc digital magnetic tape transports in this 20-page brochure. A number of illustrations and tables make it easy to “do it yourself.” Pertec Corp., Chatsworth, CA.
Circle No. 263 on Inquiry Card

GA MICROCOMPUTERS
Complete technical information on the hardware and software capabilities of General Automation's 16-bit LSI microcomputers is provided in this 24-page brochure. Advanced microcomputer software — Cobol, Fortran, Basic, File Manager, Spooler and Operating Systems — is also discussed. General Automation, Inc., Anaheim, CA.
Circle No. 264 on Inquiry Card

INTELLIGENT CRT
Raytheon's PTS-100 programmable terminal system is the subject of this four-color, 12-page brochure. PTS-100 hardware and software, including emulation packages for the IBM 2260/2848, 3270, 2946/4505 or 2948/2915 (PARS and iPARS), are covered. Raytheon's PTS/1200 distributed processing system is also described. Raytheon Co., Lexington, MA.
Circle No. 278 on Inquiry Card

DG DATA COMMUNICATIONS
Minicomputer-based front end processing systems, message concentrator systems, message and packet switchers and terminal systems are featured in this 12-page brochure. Photographs show Data General users' data communication applications, and configuration diagrams illustrate the various methods of network implementation. Data General Corp., Southboro, MA.
Circle No. 251 on Inquiry Card

μ-BASED PRINTERS
Qume uses a single-chip MOS/LSI microprocessor to reduce system electronics to three simple snap-in modules and perform self-testing of itself and ROM memory, carriage, print wheel, paper feed and ribbon advance. The advantages of a micro-based printer to word processing and data systems manufacturers are discussed in this six-page brochure. Qume, Hayward, CA.
Circle No. 262 on Inquiry Card

DATA ENTRY SOFTWARE
Incoterm's new Series 30 and Series 40 Intelligent Terminals have a new software package — IDES — described in this eight-page brochure. The Level II software package is designed for the branch office requirements of forms creation, editing and data transmission. Incoterm Corp., Wellesley, Hills, MA.
Circle No. 268 on Inquiry Card

MODEM FOR THE COST-CONSCIOUS
A reconditioned 2400-bps modem is described in this two-page data sheet. The Modem 3300/24 carries a new warranty and has features such as self-testing, dial backup and reverse channel. The modem sells for $995. International Communications Corp., Miami, FL.
Circle No. 272 on Inquiry Card

DATA ACQUISITION
Honeywell's Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System (SCADA) is described and illustrated in this 12-page brochure. Specifications and a typical SCADA configuration are included. The SCADA system is designed to improve operating efficiency, economy and security in power-delivery applications. Honeywell, Inc., Phoenix, AZ.
Circle No. 276 on Inquiry Card

NOT FREE, BUT AFFORDABLE
μ Applications. This 56-page plan book deals primarily with the design and documentation of 4004 and 4040 microprocessor systems, but is written in terms general enough to be applicable to most other microprocessor systems, as well. As a companion book to Pro-Log's earlier designer's guide, the plan book contains numerous sample programs and experiments, demonstrating programming and program/hardware integration. Price of the plan and designer's book is $5 each. Write Pro-Log Corp., 2411 Garden Rd., Monterey, CA 93940. Remote Software Directory. This looseleaf guide of remote-access packaged software contains a package description, vendor information, software features, accessibility and where possible cost data. Vendor office addresses and local phone numbers are kept up to date in the reference section. Most programs are inquiry-oriented using an English-like language. The guide is available on a mail-order basis with the first three bi-monthly updates included in the postage prepaid cost of $28 from Gregory Research Associates, 1900 Greymont St., Philadelphia, PA 19116.
Circle No. 271 on Inquiry Card

TELEPRINTER SOUND ENCLOSURES
Terminal Data Corp.'s line of sound enclosures for all the leading teleprinters, word processing systems and computer printers is described in this four-page data sheet. Included are enclosures for ASR-28, -33, -37 Tele-types; IBM MC/ST, MT/ST; Xerox 800 and Centronics printers. Terminal Data Corp., Rockville, MD.
Circle No. 280 on Inquiry Card

BANK TERMINALS
The new generation in banking is featured in this eight-page brochure. Described is Incoterm's Series 7700 Retail Banking Subsys, including in-dobby customer transaction facilities and cash delivery facilities as well as an integrated banking facility for through-the-wall installation. Incoterm Corp., Wellesley Hills, MA.
Circle No. 282 on Inquiry Card

PERTEC DISK CARTRIDGE REQUIREMENTS
The 15-page comprehensive application note covers disk cartridge storage capacity, storage and handling procedures and electrical signal characteristics required for Pertec's D36XX disk drives. Eight diagrams illustrate the cartridge and disk assembly. Pertec Corp., Chatsworth, CA.
Circle No. 283 on Inquiry Card

TEST AND MEASUREMENT RENTAL
This illustrated 52-page directory lists thousands of electronic test items from over 100 manufacturers and includes monthly, quarterly, and semiannual rental rates. Types of available equipment include signal conditioners, amplifiers, analyzers, calculators and computer-related equipment. Electro Rent Corp., Mountain View, CA.
Circle No. 271 on Inquiry Card

BURROUGHS' SELF SCAN
Burroughs' small plasma display is described in this six-page brochure. Self-Scan II is comparable with CRT display's according to cost, design and performance features. Self-Scan II is available with 40 to 480 characters. Burroughs Corp., Plainfield, NJ.
Circle No. 265 on Inquiry Card

WANG'S PORTABLE
The 2200 Portable Computing System is Wang's alternative to IBM's 5100. This four-page brochure discusses the options and peripherals of the extended Basic system. Wang Laboratories, Inc., Tewksbury, MA.
Circle No. 266 on Inquiry Card
DATASCOPE
a new diagnostic tool for data communications systems

Operates on-line to:
MINIMIZE DOWNTIME
PINPOINT SYSTEM FAILURES
DEBUG SOFTWARE

- Provides CRT display of every data link character, sent or received
- Simultaneous full duplex data stream tape recording
- Accepts all codes, line disciplines and speeds up to 9600 bps
- Switch selectable alphanumerical or hexadecimal display
- Monitors full and half duplex circuits
- Printed record available on standard teletype printer
- Designed for operating personnel, programmers and engineers
- Compatible with EIA Interface RS-232
- Lamp display of all EIA Interface signals
- Complete electrical isolation from monitored channel
- Lightweight portability ... single compact unit
- Simple, straightforward connection

Spectron Corporation

CHURCH ROAD & ROLAND AVENUE
MOORESTOWN, N. J. 08057
609 - 234 - 5700

CIRCLE NO. 59 ON INQUIRY CARD